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PRELUDE 

Opening Sermon 

Al-fiamdu lilliih. Indeed, all praise is due to Allah. We praise Him 
and seek His help and forgiveness. We seek refuge with Allah from 
our souls' evils and our wrong doings. He whom Allah guides, no one 
can misguide; and he whom He misguides, no one can guide. 

J � ,, ,, ,,, ,, ::;; I.., ,, ,, ,, 

.;J��� �,¥ I� �i '�.i� -� �_;;. 'i �-�� ,lil 'ij J..Jj 'i �i '�.i� 
I bear witness that there is no (true) god except Allah - alone 

without a partner, and I bear witness that Mul:rnmmad (A) is His 'abd 
(servant) and messenger. 

.�Li;�"- :iii i i� '1 ! , 1: -. 111 L+,t) ,, ,,» � _,.,....o 0:, .. .. 

, • r 01� JT (O�� �j� �! J_,.:.; �� 
«O you who believe! Revere Allah the right 
reverence, and do not die except as Muslims.» 

:_;i;.� ·f�� � ;_o � -?)1 �� i);1 �81 l+.��) 

-?,111 :ill '1_,i;t, ,:�3 I�;�.)� �3 .��) � 
,. .., ,,, ,,. J 

, �LJI (O�� � �LS' :ill�! ,rG-� )'13 � �):Ll 
, , 

«O people! Revere your Lord who has created you 
from a single soul, created from it its mate, and 
dispersed from both of them many men and women. 

I Al 'lmrlin 3:102. 

lX 
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Prelude X Traits of Fi_t rah 

Revere Allah through whom you demand things 
from one another, and ( cherish the ties of) the 
wombs. Indeed, Allah is ever-Watchful over you.» 

«O you who believe! Revere Allah and say just 
words. He will then rectify your deeds and forgive 
your sins. He who obeys Allah and His Messenger 
has certainly achieved a great victory.» 2

• 
3 

,�1 �� �µ1;;. �p , J� Coi 

, �LL� J..,:0'11 �:, ,( �) � �·.u i�I �:, 
::;; .. ... 

, , 
,,.,,. J ,J ,,.,,. J ,J J 

. J L:J1 J :i.!� JS-:, , ;(_)� � .-½ JS-:, , � .-½ ;J� JS-:, .. ::;; ::;; ::; ,,,,. ,,. ,,. ,,. 

Indeed, the best speech is Allah's (�) Book and the best guidance 
is Mut:iammad' s (�) guidance. The worst affairs ( of religion) are those 
innovated (by people), for every such innovation is an act of 
misguidance leading to the Fire. 4 

I An-Nisa' 4: I. 

2 Al-Ahzab 33:70-71. 
3 The text from the beginning of this section until here is called Khu.that ul-/jajah (the 

Sermon of Need). Muslim, Abu Dawi1d, and others recorded from Ibn Mas'ud, Ibn 
'Abbas, and other companions (,$,) that Allah's Messenger (�) often started his 
speeches with this sermon. 

4 Muslim and others recorded from Jabir Bin 'Abdillah (�) that Allah's 
Messenger (�) also started his speeches with this paragraph. 
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Traits of Fi_t rah Xl Prelude 

Our Mission: Purification and Cultivation 

Our goal is to promote true Islam that derives from Allah's (�) Book, 
His Messenger's (�) Sunnah, and the �afziibah's (�) understanding. 

Over the centuries, Muslims have largely drifted away from the 
magnificent Path that incorporates correct Islamic beliefs and practices. 
This makes it imperative to guide them back to the Path, and to help 
them live by its dictates. 

Therefore, any serious work in promoting Islam must involve two 
fundamental components: purification and cultivation. Allah (�) 
indicates that these two components were central to the Prophet's (�) 
message: , • , , , � 

'� 1; 0

- A. I� - I 1 ·-, ' 
0 J 

�. "i J , 
' ••• �1 . � .u1 , J 

) , ,  .. � � r+--° J"""J � ..,I . '..?,, _,lb 
,,,. J O / 0 0 0 � � 

�, J,;j . I 1l5 · I' ,�1' �1 :'A:1��, :-A <-'' � • � � i..),J , J . , r--:-J �.r-J 
, , 

J , Y�l(O�� 

«It is He who has sent among the unlettered a 
Messenger from themselves reciting to them His ayiit, 
purifying them, and teaching them the Book and 
Wisdom - although they previously were in clear 
deviation.» 

Our mission, then, is to present purified Islamic teachings and 
practical guidelines for implementing them. 

This book is a humble response to our realization of a great 
responsibility: the responsibility to bring forth before the English
speaking public writings that refine Islam and present it pure and 
simple, as close as possible to the way it was understood and practiced 
by its early righteous pioneers - the salaf 

We call upon all Muslims to support us in carrying out this noble 
trust. This will surely elevate and honor us and spread the eternal 
message of Islam all over the earth, as Allah promises: 

I Al-Jumu'ah 62:2. 
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Prelude Xll Traits of Fi_t rah 
J O .,, .,,. "!!J ,,,. 

\ � I ( 00.,$' ;:._:Ji ; _j :,J3 � .:,_/..ui � 
, , , 

«It is He who has sent His Messenger with Guidance 
and the Religion of Truth, in order to make it 
prevail over all (false) religions, however hateful this 
may be to pagans.» 

In what follows, we give additional detail concerning purification 
and cultivation. 

1. Purification 

Purification (or ta�fiy ah) is required in regard to the sources of our 
Islamic knowledge, and in regard to our Islamic beliefs and practices. 

A) PURIFYING OUR SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE 

Wrong beliefs and practices deriving from weak reports have marred 
the beauty of Islam and prevented the Muslims' advancement. 
Therefore, we must purify our knowledge from weak and fabricated 
narrations. This is an essential task that must precede any action, 
because good actions can only be based on a solid foundation that may 
be traced back to Allah's authentic revelation. 

Praising those who strive in purifying the Islamic knowledge, 
Allah's Messenger (�) said: 

� 0.A ,J..J..,� -...U.;. JS' ,:.r,o r-Wl lh µ» 
«-��I i);_, ,�I J�i.., ,�WI 'w.i� 

<This knowledge will be carried by the trustworthy 
ones of every generation - they will expel from it 
the alterations made by those going beyond bounds, 
the false claims of the liars, and the false 
interpretations of the ignorant.> 2 

I A�-!jaff 61 :9. 
2 Recorded by al-BayhaqT, Ibn 'Adiyy, and others from Abii Hurayrah, Ibn Mas'iid, 
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B) PURIFYING OUR BELIEFS 

Beliefs of the Muslim masses have become contaminated with dogmas 
coming from sources alien to Islam. Therefore, part of the necessary 
purification process is to purify our beliefs so that they are only based 
on authentic texts from the Qur'an and Sunnah, in compliance with the 
beliefs of the � al:zab ah, and clean from any form of shirk (joining 
partners with Allah). Allah praised the � al:zab ah's beliefs by saying: 

\ 'rV �.).:JI {1�'..cil _ill� �1: t � 
0

1).:ol: �µ) 
,,,,. ,... ,, ,,. 

«So if they believe as you (0 Prophet's companions) 
believe, they are indeed truly guided.» 

C) PURIFYING OUR ACTIONS 

We should also purify our actions so that they conform with authentic 
texts from the Qur'an and Sunnah, compliant with the understanding 
and practice of the � al:zab ah, and clean from human innovation (or 
b idah). This is the only acceptable path of guidance, as Allah (�) 

says: 

«If a person opposes the Messenger, after guidance 
has become clear to him, and follows other than the 
path of the believers 2, We will give him what 
(consequence) he chose and admit him into Hell -
what an evil destination!» 3 

and other companions (i$,). Its reports have various levels of weakness, but they 
collectively raise it to the level of fzasan, as is indicated by al-AlbanT (Mishkat ul
Ma$libfl:z no. 239), and as verified by al-I:IalabT (Al-lji_t _tah p. 70). 

I Al-Baqarah 2:137. 
2 The description "believers" here applies primarily to the $al:zlibah (t$,). 
3 An-Nisa 4: 115. 
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Prelude xiv Traits of Fi_t rah 

2. Cultivation 

Cultivation (or tarbiyah) is to establish our beliefs and actions upon the 
purified knowledge. Cultivation goes hand-in-hand with purification. 

A) BECOMING TRUE FOLLOWERS OF THE SALAF 

The above discussion about purifying our beliefs and actions must 
extend to cultivating ourselves and our communities upon the purified 
teachings. If we do this, we can hope to be true followers of our great 
salaf - the �afuibah (<$,). Allah (�) praises both in the following: 

«The first to embrace Islam among the Muhajirun 
and the An$ar, and also those who follow them in the 
best way, Allah is pleased with them and they with 
Him. He has prepared for them gardens beneath 
which rivers flow, and in which they will abide 
eternally. This is the supreme success.» 

This cultivation should bring back to Muslims the spirit of truth
seeking - instead of stubborn and narrow-minded adherence to 
mathhabs (sects) and prejudiced loyalty to parties. 

B) INVITING TO THE PURE RELIGION 

We should educate and guide the Muslims toward the purified Islam, 
so as to implement its teachings and revel in its virtues and ethics. We 
should also invite the non-Muslims to the unadulterated truth of Islam. 

Promoting this blessed guidance is a duty that every Muslim should 
cherish and support. Allah (�) says: 

At-Tawbah 9: I 00. 
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Traits of Fi_t rah xv Prelude 
0 'l O ,,,, J J J 0 � , - � ,, J ' '-' 1L �  " L.:' ' -:.__ tT I I � ' '� toi '.<'.>"A .< :. t' ) ..,�..., , --'.r-'°"' . u.J./' _..., � <.S' < u� - r- �..., 

, , , 
0 ,,, ,,; J ,,, 0 

, • £. 0 1� JI (O��T ;; ��i:, ,�T � 
, , 

«Let there arise from you (Muslims) a nation who 
invites to good, enjoins right, and forbids wrong, for 
those are the successful.» 

This is an obligation on every Muslim according to his ability, as 
Allah (�) commands: 

Y o�LL I (01 :,'�T:, �)'I � 
0

1):,G-; �:, ,�)�·ti:, �T � i):,G-;:,) 
, , 

«Help one another in righteousness and piety; and 
do not help one another in sinning and 
transgression.» 2 

This is the only way to attain Allah's acceptance and achieve 
happiness and success. Allah (�) says: 

o J  o ;;:; ::;;  ,,, o 

I I . � - I !' 1: ' . ..uT 'i i  O O 

,. � t  '. j, ·'11 � I O O -'- 11' ) 
�..., � �- < .r-> � � < u, .r--' ..., 

,,, '$ ,,, ,,,, ,,,, 

r- , - -1 1 <0 , �_ ,L j, , r �- •-:.._ 1L 'r - r �- �T � .r.-- .  � Y--' i..Y'-" . � Y--' , , , , , 

«By time, a human being is surely in loss, except for 
those who believe, do righteous deeds, mutually 
enJom the truth, and mutually enjoin 
perseverance.» 3 

And this is the way to establish true and honest compassion among 
Allah's servants - compassion emanating from a strong unifying 
cause. Allah (�) says: 

, · r 0 1� JI <i)� �:, � �T � i;Q -�',T:,) 

I Al 'fmriin 3: I 04. 
2 Al-Maidah 5:2. 
3 Al-'A�r 1 03 : 1 -3 .  
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Prelude XVl Traits of Fi_ t rah 

«And hold fast, all together, by the rope of Allah, 
and be not divided among yourselves.» 

C) PRESENTING THE ISLAMIC SOLUTION 

Inviting to the Truth includes providing realistic Islamic solutions to 
contemporary problems. There is no doubt that Allah's  guidance is the 
only comprehensive way to resolving people's problems at the 
individual and communal levels. Allah (�) says: 

,, ,,, ,,, ,,. J ,, 

£. °'  ;;�U I  < -;J�T)ii t."..� �J ,JJI J;i � 1•-+'�: F' )3) 
' ' ' 

«Judge between them according to what Allah has 
revealed, and do not follow their errant views.» 2 

Technicalities 

TRANSLITERATION 

We make a serious attempt to limit the use of transliterated Arabic 
terms to the following two situations: 

a) There is no English expression that can reflect the same 
meaning as the original term. 

b) The Arabic term is of such importance that it is essential to 
familiarize the readers with it. 

At the end of this book, we have included a glossary defining 
common Arabic terms that fulfill the above criteria. In addition, we 
have included an index of the Arabic terms that are more pertinent to 
this current work, indicating the page on which they have been defined. 

Except for proper nouns, transliterated Arabic terms are italicized. 
In general, the rules of English pronunciation can be applied. The 

I Al 'Jmrlin 3: I 03. 
2 Al-Maidah 5:49. 
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Prelude XVlll  Traits of Fi_t rah 

Symbol Stands for English Equivalent Sounds 

A gurgling sound produced in the back of the 
Gh, gh (t) Ghayn mouth, just above the kha. Similar to the "R" in 

some French accents. 

Q, q (J) Qaf Somewhat similar to the "c" in "foffee". 

TRANSLATING AND REFERENCING QUR'AN AND /:IADITH 

The Qur'an contains Allah's exact words that cannot be precisely 
translated into other languages because of possible misinterpretation 
and limited human understanding. Our approach, therefore, is to 
translate the meanings as understood by trustworthy Islamic scholars. 
When citing Qur'an, we present the Arabic text, followed, between 
double angle quotation marks ( «» ), by the English meaning in 
boldface. This is then followed by a footnote specifying the su rah's 
name and number, and the number(s) of the iiy ah(s) cited. 0 

Similarly, when citing a fiadf th, the Arabic text for the 
Prophet's (�) words is presented, followed by its meaning, in 
boldface, between single angle quotation marks ( <> ) .  If the fiadf th 
contains a supplication or exaltation, we generally also include a full 
transliteration of its text. This is followed by a footnote specifying the 
fiadf th's location in the compilations of fi adf ths. A fiadf th recorded by 

al-Bukhar1 or Muslim is automatically considered authentic. Otherwise, 
the footnote would usually indicate its degree of authenticity as 
verified by the ' allam ah Mu}:iammad Na�ir ud-D1n al-Alban1 (�), and 
a reference to the works where he made such a verification. 

NOTABLE UTTERANCES 

Out of love, appreciation, gratitude and other noble feelings, a Muslim 
is encouraged to utter certain phrases at the mention of Allah, His 
messengers, the angels, the � afiab ah, or other righteous Muslims. We 
present these phrases in condensed Arabic calligraphy as follows: 
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Traits of Fi_t ra h  XVll Prelude 

following table includes additional symbols employed in this book to 
help pronounce the Arabic terms. 

Symbol Stands for English Equivalent Sounds 

a, A ( I) Alif Mostly: M!!n, S£!d. 
( long vowel a) At times: F!!ther, h!!fd, gQd. 

o, D (..,) Waw Root, soup, flgte. 
( long vowel u) 

I ,  I C.;) Ya Seed, lean, piece, receive. 
( long vowel i) 

' 
(,) Hamzah The first consonant vocal sound uttered when 

saying: !!t, it or Qh. 

Th, th (0) Tha Three, moth. 

No equivalent. Produced in the lower throat, 
1:1, � <c> lja below "h". It somewhat resembles the "h" in 

"ahem". 

Kh, kh (t_) Kha No equivalent. Produced m the back of the 
mouth and top of the throat. 

Th, th 0) Thiil There, mother. 

S, � (.r') $ad 
A deeper "s" sound. Somewhat close to the "sc" 
in "muscle". 

Sounds deeper than a "d". Produced by touching 
0, 9 (_;:,) pad the tongue to the mouth's roof, with the sides of 

the tongue pressed against the top molars. 

T, t (.b) Tah Simi lar but deeper than a "t". 

4', f (.1) '?,ah 
A deeper thiil, produced by touching the backside 
of the tongue to the tip of the upper front teeth. 

' (t) 'Ayn 
Produced in the bottom of the throat, underneath 
"}:l" . 
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Phrase Mentioned Transliteration Meaning 
with 

' 
� Allah ' s  Subfuinahu wa He is exalted above 

Name ta'iilii. w e a k n e s s  a n d  
indignity. 

£ Allah ' s  'Azza wa-jal. He is  exalted and 
Name glorified. 

� Allah ' s  Jalla jalaluh .  Exalted is His  glory. 
Name 

� Mu�ammad Salta 'Lliihu 'alayhi May Al lah's peace 
and other wa sallam 1

• and praise be on him. 
prophets 

�\ Prophets and 'Alayh is-Salam. Peace be on him. 
angels 

� A male Ra9-iya 'Lliihu May Al lah be pleased 
companion ' anhu. with him. 

� A female Ra9-iya 'Llahu May Al lah be pleased 
companion ' anhii. with her. 

� , Two Ra9-iya 'Llahu May Al lah be pleased 
companion ' anhuma. with them. 

� More than Ra9-iya 'Lliihu May Al lah be pleased , 

two ' anhum. with them. 
companions 

� A past Rafiimahu 'Lliih. May Al lah have 
scholar or mercy on him. 
righteous 
Muslim. 

When coming across any of these symbols, the reader is urged to 

Uttering this is sometimes described as, "saying �allih upon the Messenger". 
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utter the complete phrase in order to obtain the reward of saying the 
appropriate thikr or d u  ' a'. 
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PREFACE 

Enter into Islam Completely 

BACKGROUND 

Many important issues of Islam are slighted by some individuals who 
often say with disgust, "These are mere issues of peel. Let us only deal 
with crucial issues of the core !" 

Those individuals thus divide the teachings of Islam into "core" 
and "peel". They claim that they are only concerned about the core. At 
the same time, they totally neglect what they consider "peel", and go 
to the extent of condemning anyone who deals with such issues. 

"Enter into Islam Completely" is a series of relatively small books 
dealing with issues that are belittled by many as being issues of peel. 
We demonstrate the importance of such issues and discuss their 
regulations. The series currently consists of the following titles: 

2 

3 

4 

The Beard & 
Other Traits of Fi! rah 

Smoking, 
A Social Poison 

Islamic Perspective of 
Contraception & Abortion 

Regulations of 
Worship During Menses 

I) J O � 

;;�I J� :_.;L...,__, �1 

Faithful to our practice in all of our publications - all praise be 
to Allah (�), we base our discussions in this series on authentic texts 
from the Qur'an and Sunnah, guided in their explanation by the 
understanding of eminent 'ulama. 

XXl 
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Preface XXll  Traits of Fi_t rah 

DANGERS IN DIVIDING ISLAM INTO PEEL AND CORE 

Classifying some Islamic teachings as peel affects the common 
people's hearts in a detrimental way, leading them to belittle various 
acts of worship and traits of good manners, thereby approving wrong 
and rejecting good based on a whimsical scale. 

We sometimes hear the argument, "O callers to the Sunnah, you 
are like spectators by the sea watching a drowning man. Instead of 
rushing to save his life, you worry about the exposure of some parts 
of his body !" This argument is invalid for various reasons: 

1. A situation of urgent necessity (such as drowning) surely allows 
committing some violations in order to thwart the greater danger. 
However, on-going weakness and sinning may not be overlooked 
under the pretext that someone may be drowning somewhere. A 
more realistic example to fit the situation of Muslims nowadays is 
that of semi-naked people lying on the beach. If we see one of 
them drowning, we should certainly rush to help him regardless of 
how he is attired. But this does not mean that proper attire is 
unimportant or that the sun-bathers' attire is acceptable. 

2. Violations and sinning (such as improper attire in the above 
example) cannot become the norm that every Muslim should accept 
and adopt. Rather, they are exceptional cases only permitted in 
situations of true necessity. 

3. The call to accepting violations of Islam in small issues is a call to 
forsaking Islam altogether, because people can always claim that 
necessity dictates dropping this or that "unimportant" regulation. 

4. Even though some issues are clearly less important than others, 
there is nothing in our teachings that distinguishes small issues 
from big ones. Therefore, deciding whether an issue is small or big 
is a matter of opinion, and is subject to personal inclination or 
desire - which vary largely from one individual to another. Such 
an attitude will result in an ever-expanding list of "small" issues -
until it eventually covers all of Islam ! 
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5. A Muslim's highest priority is to understand and apply the basics 
of Islam that can guarantee him salvation in the next life. Yet, 
some Muslims nowadays decide on other issues as the important 
or "core" issues that deserve undivided attention. To some of them, 
elections and politics come first; to others, rebellions and 
destruction; to others, erecting an Islamic ruler; etc. So they busy 
themselves with these issues while often being ignorant about truly 
important issues, such as the manner of performing prayer, or the 
sanctity of human blood. While the Muslim Um m ah is in desperate 
need to relearn the fundamentals of Islam, those people want to 
engage it, instead, in what THEY consider "big" issues ! 

6. Making Muslims deal with the so-called "big" issues, when they 
are not even educated or prepared in the basic principles of Islam, 
is a destructive approach for them and the whole Um m ah. It 
amounts to preparing "loose cannons" that do not know where or 
how to direct their shots, thereby causing harm to everyone around 
them. We have seen many examples like these in recent times. 

7. Calling to the Sunnah, even to its finest details, is part of the 
complete overhaul process needed to revive Islam. Without this, the 
Muslims can hope for no victory or dignity. If some issues are 
"peel", such as eating, sleeping, and toilet manners, then why did 
our Prophet (.A) take the time to explain them and urge us to 
implement them? 

8. We often find those who present the argument against "peel" issues 
living in luxury and imitating the non-Muslims in many of their 
daily practices. In reality, they call to breaking loose from Islam 
and adopting many non-Islamic principles while pretending that 
they have concern for the well-being of the Um m ah! By Allah, 
their call proves the opposite. 

TAKE ISLAM AS A WHOLE 

As explained above, labeling some parts of Islam as "peel" is a subtle 
call to permanently abandoning them. Ultimately, it is a call to 
dropping Islam altogether. 
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Preface XXIV Traits of Fi_t rah 

Islam is the sublime religion that the Most Wise (�) revealed for 
our good in all our affairs. By neglecting some parts of it, even if they 
are small, we deprive ourselves from some of its beauty. Allah (�) 
commands us to adhere to Islam in its totality: 

0 _, ;;:i .,,. O 0 J 0 :;:i ,,, 

I�.�� '1� ,t;ls' r-LJI � 1_,i;:�1 1):o1� Cr-,-iJI �·�) 
, , 

,II , ,, ,,. , 

Y · A  o__.l:-)1 (0 � �� � �! ,�_�" II � I� 

«O you who believe! Enter into Islam completely, 
and do not follow the footsteps of Satan. Verily, he 
is to you a clear enemy.» 

Commenting on this ay ah, Ibn KathTr (�) said: 

"Allah (�) commands His servants who believe in Him 
and His Messenger to hold to all of the teachings and 
laws of Islam, fulfill all of its commands, and abstain 
from aJI of its prohibitions." 

Ibn Kathir then reported statements to the same meanmg by Ibn 
'Abbas (�) and Mujahid (�). 2 

Commenting on the same ay ah, al-Alus1 says: 

"Enter into Islam by your whole. Let your apparent and 
hidden acts be completely encompassed by Islam -
without leaving room for anything else . . . So the 
meaning is: 'O Muslims who believe in 
Mu}:lammad (fa), enter into all branches of f m an, and 
do not violate any of the Islamic teachings."' 3 

THE APPARENT AND THE HIDDEN 

To justify their violations to Islam, some people claim that what 

Al-Baqarah 2:208. 
2 Tafsfr ul-Qur'an il-'a"?-fm by Ibn KathTr. 
3 Rat:,. ul-Ma'anf by al-Aliisi. 
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matters is not the apparent actions, but only what resides in the heart. 
This false claim partially relies on a correct premises: The 

intentions and thoughts that reside in the heart, commonly described as 
"deeds of the heart", are most important, and provide the basis for the 
actions of the limbs. However, such deeds must associate with good 
actions, and Allah (�) judges us by both. Abu Hurayrah (�) reported 
that Allah's Messenger (.A) said: 

,f .)� J! 'JJ ��j J! � 'J :D I 0! » 
(( -��iJ �_,il J! � .:fJJ 

<Indeed, Allah does not look at your bodies or 
appearance, but looks at your hearts and deeds.> 

EXTERNAL RESEMBLANCE CAUSES INCLINATION OF THE HEART 

There is a strong relationship between the apparent and hidden acts, 
and they mutually influence each other. Ibn Taymiyyah (�) said: 

"This is a thing established through knowledge and 
experience: If two men from one land meet in a foreign 
land, a great amount of love and friendship would arise 
between them - even if they did not know each other 
or had differences between them in their home land ... 
Similarly, if two men meet on a journey or in a foreign 
land and find a resemblance between them in turbans, 
clothes, hair, animals, etc, a relationship would arise 
between them better than it would between others (who 
do not share such things) . . . Thus, if resemblance in 
matters of this life leads to love and friendship, how 
about resemblance in religious matters?" 2 

And he said: 

Recorded by Muslim and others. 
2 Iqti(ja u�-$irii.t il-Mustaqtm. 
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"It is commonly observed that resemblance in apparent 
acts results in a harmony between those who have this 
resemblance, which leads to similarity in character and 
actions. For example, a person who wears the attire of 
the learned people would find himself inclined toward 
them, and a person who wears the attire of soldiers 
would find in himself some of their manners - until 
that becomes a second natural for him." 1 

THE PROPHET'S REGARD OF THE " PEEL" 

As indicated earlier, the Prophet (�), his companions, and the 
righteous sal af through the ages practiced Islam in its totality. Allah's 
Messenger (�) did not find a contradiction or conflict between 
straightening the rows for the prayer and leading the armies to victory, 
nor between commanding the people to grow their beards and 
establishing the most powerful nation in history. 

More strikingly, the Prophet (�) made the so-called "peel" an 
indication of the character's hidden side. A healthy "peel" usually 
reflects a healthy "core", whereas a sick "peel" is a definite indication 
of a sick "core". 

An-Nu'man Bin Bashir (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) 
used to straighten his companions' rows for the prayer until they were 
like straight arrows. One day, though, he was about to start the prayer 
when he noticed a man's chest protruding outside the row. So the 
Messenger (�) said:, � ,,,. J I 

�� ( l� I )  ::,:-,.._;., ! JJ I  � � »  

« ! ( �.,.u )  ��.., W;-! JJ I  �� _,i 
<Servants of Allah, you either straighten your rows, 
or Allah would cause your faces (or hearts) to 
differ.> 2 

l Iq1i¢a UJ-$iraf il-Mustaq'fm. 
2 Recorded by Muslim, Abu Dawud, and others. The additional words (between 

brackets) are from another report, recorded by Abu Dawud and Ibn f:Iibban, and 
verified to be authentic by al-AlbanT ($aflf/_1 ut-Targh'fb wat-Tarhfb no. 5 l 2) .  
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This clearly indicates that an apparent discord among the Muslims, 
even in a "minor" matter like straightening the rows, would lead to a 
perilous dissension in their hearts. 

Allah's Messenger (�) was keen in directing his companions to 
display unity, even in their sittings. Jabir Bin Samurah (�) reported 
that Allah's Messenger (�) once entered his Masj id and saw the 
� afui b ah (�) sitting in small circles. He reproached them by saying: 

(( ��� r51) J lo »  

<Why do I see you divided (into groups)?> 

Similarly, Abu Tha'labah al-Khushani (�) reported that when they 
stopped for rest during their travels with the Prophet (�), the people 
would disperse among the hills and valleys. So Allah's Messenger (�) 
said: 

I '" "' J 

<< - 0�1 � � � Li! ,� �_,� I_, ":-'�I o.u J �fa 0! » 

<Indeed, your dispersion among these hills and 
valleys is only from Satan.> 

Being the quick learners they were, from that time on, whenever the 
� afui b ah stopped during their travels, they would stay so close together 
that one piece of cloth, if spread over them, would cover them all. 2 

Therefore, we may only achieve guidance and prosperity through 
correcting our apparent deeds by complete adherence to the Sunnah, 
and correcting our hearts by piety and sincerity to Allah (ft). May 
He (�) grant us guidance and facilitation. 

This Book 

This book deals with twelve traits of fi_trah, which are among the 
issues that some people consider "small" or "minor". As we will see, 

I Recorded by Muslim, Al)mad, and others. 
2 Recorded by Abu Dawud, Ibn J:Iibban, and others. Verified to be authentic by al

Albani (Jilbab ul-Malat il-Muslimah p. 2 1 1 ) . 
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they are all very important for a Muslim who wishes to maintain 
healthy hygiene and a dignified appearance, guided in that by Allah's 
revelation. In addition to the beard, we deal in depth with the issues of 
hair grooming, siw ak, circumcision, and so on. 

The first edition of this book was titled "The Beard Between the 
Salaf & Khalaf'. It mainly discussed the beard, and briefly went over 
a few other hair-related issues. Prior to the first edition, we also 
produced a pamphlet titled, "Shavin,.¥ the Beard, a Modern Act of 
Effeminacy". In the current edition, � (all praise is due to Allah), we 
have improved and expanded our discussion of the beard, and we 
believe that it is now more mature and appealing to people's 
understanding. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE FITRAH AND ITS TRAITS 

The Human Fitrah 

Fi.t rah is the pure nature upon which Allah (�) creates every human 
being. The Messenger (�) indicates that a child is born with a pure 
nature, which may subsequently be blurred by elf indulgence or 
unfavorable environmental influence. Abu Hurayrah and al-Aswad Bin 
Sart' (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (f3) said: 

- �� � �� � (�I � :u; �_,.1_,:o JS» 

( (  . � �� ..,i � �  ..,i �IA ..,i � , �� 0 1;,t:; 

<Every child is born in the pure fi{rah - until he is 
able to express himself. It is his parents who then 
make him Jew, Christian, Magian 1

, or pagan.> 

The Prophet (f3) then recited: 

r · i-') '  < .�I � �h � ,  �-� :,_,L!JI � ;1 �I 0:,4> 
«The pure nature according to which Allah has 
created the people: There is no change in Allah's 
creation.» 2

• 
3 

Allah (�) creates a person free from wrong beliefs and 
inclinations, and receptive to good beliefs and inclinations. His ft! rah 
is like a clean sheet of paper with preliminary good writing, ready to 
be filled either with more good or else with bad writing. 

1 Also, Magus: a follower of an old Persian religion, Maginism. 
2 Ar-Rum 30:30. 
3 Recorded by al-Bukhan, Muslim, and others. 

1 
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Chapter 1 2 Traits of Fi_t ra h  

As a person grows, devils tempt him to change his fi.t r ah. This is 
expressed in the above J:i adi th, as well as what 'Jya<;i Bin I:Iimar al
Mujashi'I (�) reported from the Prophet (�) that Allah (�) said: 

<"Indeed, I created my servants with pure natures, 
all of them. But indeed, the devils came to them, 
displaced them from their religion, prohibited for 
them what I made permissible, and commanded 
them to join with Me what I did not authorize."> 

Pure 
fitrah, 
like a 

clean, 

white sheet 
of paper 

-< -<  Humans at Birth ► ► 

Pure 
fitrah, 
like a 
clean, 

white sheet 
of paper 

The devils attac
€ people's 

eliefs & practices 

-< -<  Mature Humans ► ► 

A person's inclination 
will then 

either approve or reject 
this resulting fitrah. 

Preserved 
fitrah, 
like a 

white sheet 
filled with 

good writing 

Therefore, as is depicted in the above diagram, some people reach 
maturity with a goodfi.tra h. Their personal inclination toward good or 
evil will then either enhance their good f i_t ra h  or deform it. 

Others reach maturity with a deformed J i  .t r ah because of the bad 
influence of their environment and the attack of devils. Their personal 
inclination toward good or evil will then either clean their bad fi_t r ah 

Recorded by by Muslim. 
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Traits of FiJ rah 3 The Fi_trah 

or deform it further. 

Traits of the Pure Fi! rah 

TEXTS FROM THE SUNNAH 

In this subsection, we present fiadft hs in which Allah' s  Messenger ($) 
mentioned the traits that are indicative of a good, pure fi. t rah. 

Abu Hurayrah (�) reported that Allah's Messenger ("3) said : 

!, J , � • , 

' �.) L:J I  �.., d i �  'i i.., <>� I  : ,,_r?  o� I »  

<< - :1�'J I �.., , _;, Ul/ 1 �.., 

<There are five traits offifrah : circumcision, shaving 
the pubic hair, trimming the mustache, clipping the 
nails, and pulling the armpit hair.> 

Commenting on this fiadi th, Abu Bakr Bin al-'ArabT (�) said: 

"I view that all five qualities mentioned in this fiadi th 
are mandatory, because anyone who neglects them 
would not appear like a human being - much less a 
Muslim." 2 

Ibn 'Umar (�) reported that the Prophet ("3) said: 

<Among the traits of fifrah are: shaving the pubic 
hair, clipping the nails, and trimming the 
mustache.> 3 

'A'ishah (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) said: 

I Recorded by aJ-BukharT, Muslim, and others. 
2 Reported by lbn f::lajar in F atb ul-Biirf I 0:4 1 7 .  
3 Recorded by  al-BukharL 
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, � 1;_,1_, ,�I ;�!_, '�.JL:JI  � : �µ1 ;r, �» 
, J � t ,�!' I �., ,� 1.) 1 µ_, ,)l1'1 1 ._,a.;_, , � U I  J�I_, 

« . � U I  �ll.:.il_, ,�WI  Ji>_, 
<There are ten traits of fifrah: trimming the 
mustache, sparing the beard, siwak (brushing the 
teeth), inhaling water (to clean the nose), clipping the 
nails, washing the finger knuckles, pulling the armpit 
hair, shaving the pubic hair, and thoroughly washing 
the private parts.> 

Mu�'ab, the narrator of this fiadfth from Talq Bin I:Iabib (�), from 
'Abdullah Bin az-Zubayr (�), from 'A'ishah (�), added: 

"I forgot the tenth - unless it is: rinsing the mouth." 1 

'Ammar Bin Yasir (�) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

J , 

�_, ,i.0 1;_,1_, , JL:..:..:...., 'J I_, , !  a: a:1 1  �µ1 �» 

, � I� 'J I_, ,�!' I �_, ,)l1�1 1 �_, '":--'  .JL:JI  
, , 

<< - ��'JI_, '(�'JI_, ,� 1.)1 µ_, 

<Among the traits of fifrah are: rinsing the mouth, 
inhaling water (to clean the nose), siwak, trimming 
the mustache, clipping the nails, pulling the armpit 
hair, shaving the pubic hair, washing the finger 
knuckles, thoroughly washing the private parts, and 
circumcision.> 2 

Recorded by Muslim, Abu Dawud, and others. This ftadtth, despite being in Muslim, 
has a weak isniid. However, there are supportive narrations that raise it to the level 
of ftasan. This is discussed by al-AlbanI in Saftfftu Sunani Abt Dawad no. 43. 

2 Recorded by Abu Dawud and lbn Majah. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanI 
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Allah (�) says: 

, r £. o ; 1 1  c . �. ' � {; , � i- - ' , ,  1 ' , :. '.1 � 1 - ) .)"'-':J i.:.,,+-' , , . ' .) � f. < � , , -' 

, , , 

«And mention when Ibrahim was tried by his Lord 
with words (i.e., commands) and he fulfilled them.» 

Tawus reported that, in explanation of this ay ah, Ibn 'Abbas (�) said: 

, 1'a: a: I I_, ' '-7'JL:JI � : uJ) i J · ,-L-4- 1 J �_, , �i) I J �,, 
,,,. ,, ,,.. ,, , ,,.. 

Jb-_, , )U;�I  � : ,-L.4- 1  J-' .�1) 1 J°)_, . � l�I_, , J I ., � �- '  ,'J I_, 
, , 

< , 

" .� U � J�I_, �WI ) I µ_, , �)' I �_, , SL.:41_, , � W I  
, , 

"(These commands are ten.) Five applicable to the head, 
and five to the body. Those for the head are: cutting the 
mustache, rinsing the mouth, inhaling water, siwii.k, and 
parting the hair 2

• Those for the body are: clipping the 
nails, shaving the pubic hair, circumcision, pulling the 
armpit hair, and using water to wash off the traces of 
feces and urine." 3 

CONCLUSION 

The traits of fi.t rah pertain to the dignified and clean appearance of a 
human being. We will see that most of them are obligatory in Islam. 

Sadly, many Muslims' Ji_trah became deformed to some degree. 
Following the footsteps of the disbelievers, they neglect or belittle a 
number of the traits that the Prophet (�) made a measure of the purity 

(SafiTl:i ul-Jiimi' no. 5606 & Sal:iffiu Sunani Abt Diiwiid no. 44). 
Al-Baqarah 2: 1 24. 

2 This fiadfth mentions "parting the hair". In the forthcoming discussions, we replace 
this with "grooming the head" because parting the hair involves cleaning and 
combing it, which is pait of the overall process of grooming. 

3 Recorded by Abu Dawud, al-f:Iakim, and others. Verified to be authentic by al
AlbanT (Sabffiu Sunani Abf Diiwiid no. 45). This counts as a hadfth from the 
Prophet (�) because lbn 'Abbas (�) would not say it out of his own. 
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of fl _t r ah. This makes it necessary to clarify their meaning and 
importance. 

It is to be noted that the Prophet (�) did not encompass all traits 
of fl .t rah in a single f:i adtt h. In the above narrations, he mentioned 
three, five, and ten. This probably depended on the occasion and what 
emphasis he wanted to place. Other Islamic etiquettes of cleanliness 
may also be considered traits of fi_t rah. However, in the following 
table, we only list the traits that are mentioned in the above f:i adf ths: 

Traits of Fifrah Group Chapter 

1 Sparing the beard 2 

2 Trimming the mustache 

3 Removing the armpit hair Hair 

4 Removing the pubic hair 3 

5 Grooming the head 

6 Rinsing the mouth 

7 Inhaling water ( to clean the nose) 

8 Washing the finger knuckles 4 

9 Thorough washing of private parts Cleanliness 

10 Clipping the nails 

11 Siw ak (brushing the teeth) 5 

12 Circumcision 6 

From the above table, we note that these traits may be divided into 
two major categories: five dealing mainly with hair issues, and seven 
dealing mainly with cleanliness issues. In the rest of this book, we 
discuss these traits over a span of five chapters as indicated in the right 
column of the table. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SPARING THE BEARD 

Definition and Ruling 

The Arabic word for beard is lil:zyah. It derives from lal:zy Uaw) and 
lal:zyan (the two jaws). Thus, a beard is defined as the hair that grows 
on the cheeks and jaws 1

• It includes the hair that grows on the 
temples, underneath the lower lip, the hair of the chin, and the hair that 
grows on the lower side of the jaws. 

Sparing the beard is wajib (mandatory) for all males who are 
capable of doing so. As will be presented below, there is ample 
evidence for this in the Sunnah, and it is the unanimous opinion of the 
' ulama of Islam. 

Obligation of Sparing the Beard 

In this section, we present texts from the Qur'an and Sunnah that 
support, from different sides, the obligation of sparing the beard. 

1 .  OBEDIENCE TO ALLAH 

Allah's Messenger (�) expressed that sparing the beard is an act of 
obedience to Allah (�). 

Abu Hurayrah (�) reported that the ruler of Yemen, appointed by 
the Persian emperor Kisra, sent two envoys to the Messenger (�). 
When they came into his presence, he noticed that they had shaved 
their beards and had grown large mustaches. Disliking their 
appearance, the Prophet (�) turned his face away from them and said, 
« � I� L.5.,..-1 ,:.r �.., » <Woe be to you, who told you to do so?> They 
replied, "Our master did !"  The Messenger (�) responded: 

Al-Qtlmiis ul-Mul:zf.t by al-FayruzabadT, and Lisi'ln u/-'Arab by Ibn Man?tir. 

7 
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« -�.) L;, �I �I_, ,':?-�� �1 �I J;:-J � �� �;ol � »  

<But MY Master (.�) has commanded me to spare 
my beard and trim my mustache.> 

2. OBEDIENCE TO THE MESSENGER 

Sparing the beard is an act of obedience to the Messenger (�) who 
commanded men to spare their beards in many fiadfths .  For example, 
lbn 'Umar (�) reported that Allah's  Messenger (�) said: 

« .�I l_,.iJ_, �)�I l_,S:.�J » 
<Closely trim the mustache, and spare the beard.> 2 

We should remember, however, that obeying the Messenger (�) 
in any of his commands is equivalent to obeying Allah Himself, as 
Allah (�) says: 

J; �J ,:iJ1 t. L11 °ili J;.,)1 � �> 

A •  ► WI (0 � : ,/l'c �l 1 �l' ,0 j tJ - , r-::-- .) 
«He who obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah; and 
as for those who turn away: We have not sent you as 
a guardian over them.» 

3. ADHERENCE TO THE MESSENGER'S GUIDANCE 

There is no doubt that Allah's Messenger (�) is our best example, 
both in his appearance and actions. Allah (�) says: 

0 ,,, � J J ,, ,,, ,,, 

1;.� � LS' _;o.J ! �, ;. ��j �1 J;.,� � � � LS' 
0

..l.il) 

Recorded by lbn Jarir a t -TabarI, Ibn Sa'd, and Ibn B ishran. Verified to be fiasan 
(good) by al-AlbanI (Fiqh us-Sfrah by al-GhazalI p. 359). 

2 Recorded by al-BukharI, Muslim, and others. 
3 An-Nisa 4:80. 
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Traits of Fi_ t ra h  9 Sparing the Beard 

«There certainly is in Allah's Messenger an excellent 
example for anyone whose hope is in Allah and the 
Last Day, and who frequently remembers Allah.» 

And Jabir (�) reported that Allah's  Messenger (_.) said: 

<Verily, the best guidance is Mu):iammad's 
guidance.> 2 

Jabir Bin Samurah (�) reported: 
- J 

" . �I '· , •< .iJ I J · 15" .. ..r-"' J"::"""" , r.J u 

"Allah's Messenger (_.) had a large beard." 3 

'AlI (�) reported: 
- J 

" .�I � ,�4J I  � � I  Jr.J _:il5" 

"Allah's  Messenger (_.) had a large head and a big 
beard." 4 

Al-Bara' (�) reported: 
"' 0 i::; ::; , 

" .�I 2-5 , �I � Lo �..r , �-"!J'° �.J �I Jr.J _:il5" 

"Allah's  Messenger (_.) was a man of medium height, 
with wide shoulders and a thick beard." 5 

Al-Afizab 33:21 . 
2 Recorded by Muslim. 
3 Recorded by Muslim and others. 
4 Recorded by Ai)mad and al-Bayhaq1. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (a,s

Safi1fiah no. 2053 and Sahi"ft ul-Jami' no. 4820). 
5 Recorded by an-Nasa'T, and most of it (except for the beard part) is also recorded 
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Chapter 2 10 Traits of Fi_t rah 

Sparing the beard, therefore, exhibits adherence to the 
Prophet's (�) appearance and guidance. 

4. ADHERENCE TO THE PATH OF BELIEVERS 

One must strive to follow the ways of the believers and associate with 
them. This is an obligation expressed by Allah (�): 

. 1  - , '. 11 Ll -. � - � Lo � . J , � ,1 - -� . , ,  > i..> -'+'  � , . � .,.,...,,.r J-; - �J 

, 
�

,
, �- I �- � Lo �- ! , • .  •, , tj I , , • ,. • �,, 

•� , ,  J ' '5'Y , y , �_,.,.., � � C::-:J 

, , o �WI  (0 1� :.:.,:t.,:, 
«If a person opposes the Messenger, after guidance 
has become clear to him, and follows other than the 
path of the believers 1

, We will give him what 
(consequence) he chose and admit him into Hell -
what an evil destination!» 2 

All of the prophets (�), the � al:,, ab ah (t&>), great ' ulama, and 
righteous Muslims of the past spared their beard. There is no report of 
a single one of them selectively shaving his beard. For example, 
Harun (�) addressed his brother Musa (�\) as follows: 

«He said, "0 son of my mother! Do not hold me by 
my beard or head." » 3 

In Su rat ul-An' am, Allah (�) mentions a number of prophets, 
including Harun, and then says: 

by al-Bukharl and Muslim. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanI (Sa/:tfft un-Nasaf 
no. 5232). 

I The description "believers" here applies primarily to the �aftabah (t&,). 
2 An-Nisa 4: 1 15 .  
3 Ta-Ha 20:94. 
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Traits of Fi_t rah 11 Sparing the Beard 
,,, � ,,. ,,, J °' · i lA.i'l l ( .  �-1:Ji �� ,�i 1.5',J.j. �_..Ui ��j ) 

«These are the ones whom Allah guided, so follow 
their guidance.» 

No doubt, their appearance is part of their guidance that we should 
try to follow. 

Furthermore, there are authentic reports indicating that the Rightly 
Guided Successors, as well as other � aful b ah and tii. b i'un had large 
beards. Abu Bakr (�) had a thick beard, 2 'Umar (�) had a big 
beard, 3 'Uthrnan had a large beard, 4 and 'Alf's beard was so wide as 
to span the distance between his shoulders. 5 

Therefore, sparing the beard exhibits adherence to the path of the 
believers. 

5. DIFFERING FROM DISBELIEVERS 

We are commanded to be different and distinct from the disbelievers, 
as in Su rat ul-Fii. tifi ah, where Allah (�) instructs us to ask Hirn: 

, � �i :r. _lJi l, I� 0 r --t · '• i1 1, l�i L5 _�i) 
�-'\ �WI  (0 J1:d1 �- :- �·.1� � '•-·: - ii . ,. - -' rr=-- - � �  , , , 

«Guide us to the Straight Path - the path of those 
upon whom You have bestowed Your favor, not of 
those who have earned Your anger, nor of those who 
are astray.» 6 

Also, Allah (�) prohibits His Messenger (.®) from following the 
desires of the ignorant - and indeed, anyone who is not on the True 
Guidance is ignorant. Allah (.�) says: 

I Al-An'am 6:90. 
2 Qut ul-Qulub 4:9. 
3 Al-I $libah 2:5 1 1. 
4 Al-I $libah 2:455. 
5 A_t-Tabaqlit (3:25) by lbn Sa'd. 
6 Al-Ftitifwh 1 :6-7. 
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Chapter 2 12 Traits of Fi_t rah 

«Do not follow the whims of those who have no 
knowledge ( of Islam).» 

The Prophet (�) considered a person who imitates a people to be 
a part of them. Ibn 'Umar (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) 
said: 

JGt.; JJ I  ,� _, , � Li  � L.:.J I  iJ,� � � »  · - � , - . , - ·· - · , .  
t , J.ll l �J • �� � � �j.J �J ,;.J �.,..::, 'i ;,�J 

« - � � i� ,:,�� ::,:OJ .½?_,,..oi �G- ::,:0 � �Ulj 
, , 

<I have been sent, close to the Last Hour, with the 
sword (to fight for the truth) - until Allah (�) is 
worshiped alone without partners. My sustenance 
has been allotted under the shade of my spear. 
Humility and defeat have been allocated to whoever 
strays from my command. And whoever imitates a 
people is one of them.> 2 

How terrible it would be for a person whom Allah (�) favored 
with Islam to find himself resurrected on the Day of Judgement among 
non-Muslims - because he liked to imitate them. 

In several fiadiths, Allah's Messenger (�) linked sparing the beard 
to being different from the followers of other religions. 

Abu Hurayrah (.) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

« .:r, � I  l_,iJG- .�I i).�iJ � )_,..:JI 1/;· » 

<Cut the mustache and grow your beards. Be 
different from the Magians.> 3 

I Al-Jathiyah 45: 18. 
2 Recorded by Abu Dawud and others. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanT (/rwa ' 

ul-GhaW no. 1 269). 
3 Recorded by Muslim and others. 
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Traits of Fi_t rah 13 Sparing the Beard 

Abu Umamah (*) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) said: 

« - ��I �j 1).l�., HL:.&. I_,)�� �� I� » 

<Cut your mustaches and spare your beards - Be 
different from the people of the Scripture.> 

Ibn 'Umar (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) said: 

<< . � I  l)_,1_, �).,::J I 1)_;.1 , �_,...:.1 1  I� � »  

<Be different from the mushrikfn 2
: trim your 

mustaches and save your beards.> 

Therefore, shaving the beard is an act of imitation of the 
disbelievers, and should be strongly abhorred. It conflicts with many 
fundamentals of Islam, and yet many Muslim men do it in compliance 
with the disbelievers' practice. 

Allah's Messenger (�) correctly foretold us that the Muslims after 
him would imitate non-Muslims, even in foolish matters. Abu Sa'id al
KhudrI (*) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

, , 

, v  l� .1 � I� �_, .....:... I ....;,  < U � l5  -� : . ..:.:.., . '.. - � t » L- ,,, ,. ,,, ✓.-,,---. J. ,,, r---=-- v- '-' � 

(( . ;�-..u � � ,_,i;.-� ..,J � 
<You will follow the example of those who preceded 
you, a span for a span, and a cubit for a cubit. Even 
if they enter into a lizard's hole, you would surely 
enter it!> 

He (�) was asked, "Do you mean the Jews and Christians?" He 
replied, « �\rl:.ll  � >> <Who else are the (previous) people?> 4 

I Recorded by Muslim. 
2 Those who join others with Allah (�) in worship. 
3 Recorded by al-Bukhari and Muslim. 
4 Recorded by al-Bukhan, Muslim, and others. 
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Chapter 2 14 Traits of Fi_t rah 

A question that may be raised is, "If it becomes a fashion among 
the disbelievers to grow their beard, should we then differ from them 
by shaving it?" The answer to this is that there are other reasons for 
which we have been commanded to spare it. Furthermore, if it 
becomes a fashion among the non-Muslims to perform a good act, it 
does not mean that we have to drop that act. For example, if the 
fashion masters in Paris decide to adopt a new style identical to the 
Muslim woman's fi, ij a, b, we do not say that our women should now 
stop wearing fiij ab. 

6. AVOIDING ALTERING ALLAH'S CREATION 

Allah (�) honored us and fashioned us in the best form, as He says: 

«Verily, We have created the human being in the 
best of stature.» 

It is prohibited to change the way that Allah (�) created us (i.e., 
our physical integrity) - except in areas that He explicitly permitted 
or commanded. Changing our physical integrity without permission 
from Allah constitutes an obedience to Satan. It is a great atrocity and 
deviation that only results in loss. Allah (�) says: 

«Allah cursed him (i.e., Satan), and he had said (to 
Allah), "I will surely take from among Your servants 
a specific portion. I will mislead them, give them 
false promises, command them so they will slit the 

At-Tfn 95:4. 
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Traits of Fi. t rah 15 Sparing the Beard 

ears of cattle, and command them so they will 
change the creation of Allah." Certainly, whoever 
takes Satan as an ally instead of Allah is in 
tremendous loss.» 

The Messenger (�) invoked Allah's curse upon the women who 
change the way Allah (�) created them (such as removing their facial 
hair, wearing a wig, filing their teeth, or tattooing their bodies) seeking 
by that to improve their appearance. Ibn Mas'ud c•) reported that 
Allah's Messenger (�) said: 

, �, l'a:�:l lJ ��L:JIJ ,��_µIJ �t:__�. 1) 1 .iJ I �»  

« . .iJ I # 01;)l I '� 0W1J ,.:,�l) IJ 
_, _, . _, ,,.. 

<Allah curses those (women) who tattoo (for others) 
and those who get tattoos, those who pluck the facial 
hair (for others) and those who have their facial hair 
plucked, those who connect their hair with other 
(fake) hair, and those who file their teeth for 
beauty - they all change Allah's creation.> 2 

This (i adft h mentions women in particular because they normally 
seek to beautify themselves more than men. But the warning applies 
to both genders, because the condition for the curse is declared: 
changing Allah's creation. Thus the curse applies to anyone who meets 
such a condition. 

In his taf sf r  book "Bay an ul-Q ur' an", at-Tahanaw1 said: 

"Shaving the beard falls under this warning. It is 
established that changing Allah's creation is a cause for 
the curse, and that whatever Allah's Messenger (�) 
prohibits is prohibited by Allah." 3 

I An-Nisa '4: l 1 8- l  1 9. 
2 Recorded by al-Bukhar'f and Muslim. 
3 In explanation of the ayah: "al-/jashr 59:7". 
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Chapter 2 16 Traits of Fi_t rah 

Waliyy Ullah ad-DahlawI said: 

"Cutting the beard is the way of the Magians, and 
involves changing Allah's creation." 1 

In fact, shaving the beard is worse than nam� (removal of facial 
hair) practiced by some women, because nam� is usually applied to a 
limited part of the face, whereas the beard is shaved off a large area 
of the face that the Prophet (�) ordered to spare. Furthermore, men 
are usually expected to be less concerned about the details of their 
appearance than women. 

7. MAINTAINING A MASCULINE APPEARANCE 

The beard presents a major apparent distinction between men and 
women. Shaving it removes this distinction, and is thus a means of 
imitating women. 

Any act that involves imitation of the opposite gender makes a 
person liable to Allah's curse. Ibn 'Abbas (�) reported that the 
Prophet (�) said: 

<May Allah curse effeminate men and mannish 
women.> 2 

Ibn 'Abbas (�) also reported: 

<Allah's Messenger (�) cursed the men who imitate 
women, and the women who imitate men.> 

1 ljujjat Ulliih il-Biilighah I :  182. 
2 Recorded by al-Bukhari, at-Tirmi!h_1, and others. 
3 Recorded by al-Bukhari and others. 
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Traits of Fi,t rah 17 Sparing the Beard 

Al-Kandahlaw1 said: 

"No one can doubt that complete imitation of women 
arises from shaving the beard. This imitation is stronger 
than that of imitating their clothing and other matters, 
because the beard is the foremost and greatest 
distinction between men and women. This is possible to 
observe and know by all people, and is not denied 
except by one who wants to deceive himself, follow his 
whims, and be effeminate after Allah has favored him 
with the good appearance of a man." 

Ibn ul-Qayyim (�) said: 

"As for the beard's hair, it has benefits, such as being 
an adornment, and that it reflects solemnity and 
dignity . . . Also, it distinguishes between men and 
women." 2 

8. CONFORMING WITH THE PURE Fi!RAH 

We have seen in 'A'ishah's (�) fiadfth in Chapter 1 (p. 4) that 
sparing the beard is one of the traits of fi.t rah. A person who 
voluntarily spares his beard displays a pure and good nature - at least 
in this particular trait of fi.t rah. 

The beard, therefore, provides a perfect example of how the human 
fi.t rah becomes deformed. Most people in our time find a clean-shaven 
man more handsome and masculine than one with a beard - exactly 
the opposite to what the Messenger (�) declared ! 

9. SHOWING CONTENTMENT WITH ALLAH'S COMMAND 

By sparing his beard, a believer exhibits contentment with Allah's 
command and willingness to abide by it. 

To the contrary, many contemporary Muslims approve the 

I "Wujub i'Ja il-Liftyah" 3 1 -32. 

2 "At-Tabyii.nu fr Aqsii.m il-Qur'ii.n" p. 23 1 .  
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Chapter 2 18 Traits of F i_t rah 

disbelievers' s appearance and disapprove of the guidance of Allah's  
Messenger (A). They adorn themselves with closely shaved faces, and 
feel embarrassed to meet others with even a slight beard. They admire 
the shiny look of a clean-shaven man, and congratulate one who just 
had a "nice" shave. They command their relatives, children, and 
subordinates to shave their beards, declaring that the beard is a sign of 
messiness, backwardness, and laziness. They ridicule the beard and 
anyone who grows it. 

By doing this, they ridicule an established part of the religion of 
Islam. If they do not know this, they are most ignorant about their df n; 
and if they do it knowingly, they could fall into a definite act of kuf r 
( disbelief) - and in Allah (�) we seek refuge. 

CONCLUSION 

We summarize the points mentioned in this section in the following 
table: 

Excellence of Sparing the Beard 

1 Obedience to Allah (�) 

2 Obedience to the Messenger (A) 

3 Adherence to the Messenger's  Guidance 

4 Adherence to the Path of Believers 

5 Differing from the Disbelievers 

6 A voiding Altering Allah's  Creation 

7 Maintaining a Masculine Appearance 

8 Conforming with the Pure F i_t rah 

9 Showing Contentment with Allah's Command 

Position of the 'Ulamii 

All the ' ulam a' (scholars) of as-Salaf u� -Salift (the righteous early 
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Traits of F i_t rah 1 9  Sparing the Beard 

Muslims), including the Four Im ams, agreed that sparing the beard is 
waj ib (obligatory). As was reported from 'Umar Bin 'Abd ul-'Aziz 1

, 

they considered shaving it an impermissible mutilation, and that a man 
who shaved his beard was effeminate. Many of them would not accept 
his testimony or allow him to lead the prayers. In what follows, we 
present a few quotes from some of the ' ulam a', past and present. 

THE l:IANAFTS 

Al-KasanI said: 

"Shaving the beard is a form of mutilation." 2 

Al-Kamal Bin al-Humam said: 

"Sparing the beard means avoiding cutting most or all 
of it - as is the practice of the Persian Magians who -
shave their beards, and as is observed among the 
Indians and some of the Europeans ... It is prohibited 
for a man to cut his beard shorter than a fist-length -
as is done by some people from the west (i.e., north
west Africa) and by effeminate men." 3 

Ibn 'Abidayn said: 

"It is prohibited for a man to cut his beard." 4 

THE MALIKIS 

According to the Malikis: 

"Shaving the beard is prohibited, as is cutting so short 
as to clearly changes one's appearance. But if it 

I From "at-Tarikh" by Ibn 'Asakir. 
2 "Badai' u�-!;anai'" 3 : 1 1 29. 
3 "Fat/:1 ul-Qadrr" 2:348, and "al-Ba/:lr ur-Raiq" 2:490. 
4 "Radd ul-Mu/:ltiir" 2:418.  
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Chapter 2 20 Traits of Fi_t rah 

becomes oversized, and if cutting it would not appear as 
a mutilation, then it may be cut; but that would be 
disliked and contrary to that which is better." 1 

Al-'Adw1 said: 

"Malik prohibited removing the hair of the beard, and 
he hated shaving anything under the jaws as it is a 
practice of the Magi ans." 2 

Ibn 'Abd al-Barr said: 

"Shaving the beard is prohibited, and is only done by 
effeminate men." 3 

THE SHAFl'TS 

Ibn Ruf ah said: 

"Imam ash-Sha.fit expressed in ' al-Um m' that it is 
prohibited to shave the beard. So did az-ZarkashI and 
al-I:Ia1Im1 in 'S h u' ab ul-l mii n'. Al-Athru1 said, "It is 
prohibited to totally shave the beard without a medical 
reason." 4 

THE l:tANBALIS 

The I:Ianban's agree without exception that it is prohibited to shave the 
beard. 5 Ibn Taymiyyah (�) stated: 

"It is prohibited to shave the beard." 6 

From "Sharfi ur-Risiilah" by Abu al-J:lasan, and the commentary on it by al-'AdwT. 
2 "Al-'AdwT's commentary on Sharfi ur-Risiilah" 2 :4 1 1. 
3 From "at-Tamhfd''. 
4 From "Sharfi ul-'Ubiib". 
5 In "al-ln�iif', "Sharfi ul-Muntahii", etc. 
6 "Al-lkhtiyiiriit ul-'Jlmiyyah" p. 6, and "al-Fatiiwii al-Kubrii" I :30. 
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As-SaffarinI said: 

"Our m at h h ab adopts the prohibition of shaving the 
beard." 1 

IBN l:tAZM 

Ibn I:Iazm al-AndalusI (�) said: 

"All of the scholars have agreed that shaving the beard 
is a prohibited mutilation." 2 

CONTEMPORARY ' ULAMA' 

The great ' ulama of our time have a]so expressed that it is prohibited 
to shave the beard or cut it short. For example: 

'AII Mal)fiii (�) said: 

"The four Mat h h ab s agree that it is obligatory to spare 
the beard and is prohibited to shave it or cut it close." 3 

Al-AlbanI (�) said: 

"Any of the earlier texts is sufficient by itself to prove 
the obligation of sparing the beard and the prohibition 
of shaving it. How, then, when we combine the 
evidence from alJ those texts?" 4 

The Permanent Committee of Fatw a in Saudi Arabia, when it was 
led by Ibn Baz (�) and 'Abd ur-Razzaq 'Afifi (�), gave the 
following f at wa: 

"Ghi!.h_a ul-Albab" l :376. 
2 "Marlitib ul-ljma" p. 157, and "al-Mu(!allli" 2: 1 89. 
3 From "Al-lbda fi Ma(i,lirr al-lbtida'". 
4 From "Jilblib ul-Mar'at il-Muslimah". 
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"It is prohibited to shave the beard because of what 
A):imad, al-Bukhar1, and Muslim reported . . . And 
insisting to shave it is a major sin ... " 1 

Caring for the Beard 

TRIMMING IT 

The Prophet's (�) commands clearly indicate that the beard should be 
completely spared. Furthermore, the Prophet (�) and his companions 
had full and large beards. 

There are no authentic reports indicating that the Prophet (�) 
trimmed his beard. At this point, it is important to warn against an 
extremely weak report from 'Abdullah Bin 'Amar (�): 

" . 4,l_,l, � · � · �L i ·II · 15" 
, .J , r- 0-4 , .. , 0-4  .. <-r- .J  

"The Prophet (�) used to cut from the width and 
length of his beard." 2 

However, there are authentic reports from a number of � afui b ah -
particularly Ibn 'Umar, Abu Hurayrah, and Ibn 'Abbas (�), indicating 
that they used to cut what extended beyond a fist-length. There are 
similar reports as well from a number of the salaf such as Ibrahlm an
Nakh 1, Malik, and A):imad. 3 For example, when 'Abdullah Bin 
'Umar (�) went for Jj ajj or 'Um rah, he used to hold his beard with 
his fist and cut whatever extended beyond his fist. 4 

Thus, the general command of sparing the beard should be 
restricted to the understanding and practice of the � afz ab ah, and its 
length below the chin should not exceed a man's fist. 

Fatwa no. 1 640, issued in 1 397 ( 1 978). 
2 Recorded by at-Tirmi!hI, Ibn 'Adiyy, and others. Verified to be fabricated by al

Albani (a9--[)a'ifah no. 288) .  
3 Several such authentic reports are compiled by al-Albani in a9--[)a'ifah (following 

b.adfth no. 2355). 
4 Recorded by al-BukharL 
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As for trimming it shorter than a fist-length, it is a clear violation 
to the earlier commands, and to the practice of the Prophet (�) and his 
companions (i$). 

In particular, trimming the beard very short (shadow beard) is as 
bad as shaving it - especially in our time when this has become a 
fashion in imitation of some corrupt cinema "stars" and singers. Thus, 
in addition to violating the Prophet's (�) commands and practice, 
those who do this would be committing another sin: imitation of the 
nonbelievers. 

CLEANING IT 

A spared beard should be kept clean from dirt. The Prophet (�) 
instructed us to be particular in washing our beard several times a day. 
Anas (�) reported: 

" « . J,:,J � �J �..,.oi I�» : J uJ � .;-=-�� � � 

"When Allah's Messenger (�) performed wu(i,ii, he 
would take a scoop of water in his hand, bring it under 
his chin, and pass it through his beard. He would then 
say: <Such did my Lord (.�) command me.>" 1 

Deviation from the Sunnah 

Despite the above-cited clear texts from the Sunnah, and the consensus 
of the great ' ulamii.' of Islam, we find that the majority of Muslim 
men in our time do not grow their beards. This is one of many 
indications that most of the Muslims do not follow the teachings of 
their Dfn. A major reason for this is that they are led by false guides 
who either cannot distinguish between right and wrong, or who do not 
want to tell the truth. 

Recorded by Abu Dawud, al-BayhaqT, and others. Verified to be authentic by al
AlbanT (Saftfftu Sunani Abf Dawad no. 1 33). 
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FALSE VS. TRUE 'ULAMA' 

Not anyone who is in a position of leadership or fa twa is a true ' alim. 
True ' ulam a' are those who base their f atwas on clear evidence from 
Allah's Book and His Messenger's Sunnah. As time passes, fewer and 
fewer of these true ' ulam a' are still alive, but this should not make us 
turn toward the false scholars. 

'Abdullah Bin 'Amr (•) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) 
said: 

' :�I  J./� � �? �l?I  �I Jz,•� "1 J� :ii i  �J » 
, , 

'..G:l •u� - ' -1 1 � 1  - - , �L...WI · - �t.t 1 ' · - - . < r i.>':!. r , ._r-> , � r:- � � J 
, , 

« . 1µ1J ,_µ ,� A ,_;.;u ,� , �� -L..Jjj �L;J1  

<Allah (�) does not pull the knowledge suddenly 
from the breasts of people, but takes away the 
knowledge by taking the lives of the 'ulama' (true 
scholars). When no 'ulama' are left, the people will 
appoint ignorant guides who, when asked, will 
provide fatwa without knowledge, thereby straying 
and leading others astray.> 

WRONG VERDICTS CONCERNING THE BEARD 

People are often misled by a number of contemporary shay khs who 
neglect this sunnah or provide unfounded f atwas belittling it. Those 
sh ay khs set a bad example to others, and cause them to neglect this 
sunnah as well. And surely, this adds to their burden of sins. Jarfr Bin 

'Abdillah (•) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) said: 
J 

� � � .,.:,;1 J.::4J , �?.1 ill ;;�- ;. � i'"y._, )'I J � � »  
, , 

i�)'I J � �J . :<-:r' �J_;.1 � �a�·� ) � �  o'� 
, , , 

, o_� � � µ � JjJ ►J ,  ��jJ � 0lS' ;;"� , · ;;�_:. 
, , 

Recorded by al-Bukhari, Muslims, and others. 
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« - �� �.lJ) � �aa·� ) � � 
, , 

Sparing the Beard 

<He who initiates in Islam a good way will get his 
reward for it, as well as rewards similar to those 
who follow him into it, without reducing any of their 
rewards. And he who initiates in Islam an evil way 
will get his burden for it, as well as burdens similar 
to those who follow him into it, without reducing any 
of their burdens.> 

One frequently hears the statement, "Growing the beard is an 
optional sunnah, and shaving it is only disliked." From the above 
discussion, it is obvious that this is a wrong understanding, and there 
is no doubt that growing it is a mandatory sunnah. 

One such wrong f atw a was given by al-Qarac;law1. After a good and 
fair presentation of the issue of beard, he concluded that it is only 
disliked to shave it, and he closed as follows: 

"It is true that no reports exist of anyone among the 
salaf shaving his beard, but that could be because they 

had no such need, and growing it was their custom." 2 

It is obvious from our earlier discussion that this is an invalid 
rationale, especially since the reason for growing the beard is much 
stronger than mere custom - it is Allah's command ! 

In response to al-Qarac;lawi' s above statement, Shaykh Salil_l al
Fawzan said: 

"His reasoning, that no one among the salaf shaved his 
beard because they had no such need, is invalid; and its 
invalidity is a sufficient refutation. We say that their 
refraining indicates that they considered shaving the 
beard impermissible. They used to honor the beard and 

• " 3 respect it ... 

I Recorded by Musl im, AI:imad, and others (Afikam ul-Janaiz 226). 
2 From "Al-1:f alalu wal-1:f aramu fil-lslam". 
3 From "al-flam bi-Naqdi Kitab il-1:falali wal-1:faram". 
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Weak Justifications for Shaving the Beard 

In this section, we discuss some of the common excuses that people 
give to justify shaving the beard. 

1 .  PLEASING PARENTS AND WIFE 

Some men offer the excuse that their wives prefer them without a 
beard. Others claim that their parents or relatives prefer to see them 
with a clean-shaven face. 

But, whom are we supposed to please the most? One should fear 
Allah (�) and remember that our course in this life must be to abide 
by the clear commands of Allah (�) and His Messenger (�), and not 
to follow the deformed inclinations of wives, parents, friends, etc. 

'An (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) said: 

<Obedience may not be offered to a human being if 
it involves disobeying Allah. Obedience should only 
be in good things.> 

2. IRRITATION AND SCRATCHING 

Some men claim that growing their beard causes them severe skin 
irritation and scratching. 

This cannot result from abiding by the pure f i,t rah, but would result 
from neglect of proper cleaning and washing with wu(i,u, as instructed 
in the Sunnah. 

Why don't we hear similar excuses for shaving the hair of their 
head? If a person has a legitimate and unusual skin problem, he must 
consult with a sincere Muslim doctor in order to find the best way to 
treat his problem so as to preserve his beard. 

Recorded by al-BukharI, Muslim, and others. A similar ftadfth is recorded by AJ:imad 
and others from 'Imran Bin J:lu�ayn (�) and verified to be authentic by al-AlbanI 
(a�-$ab.f/:tah no. 179, 180). 
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3. JOB REQUIREMENT 

Some men assert that their job requires shaving the beard, and that 
they would lose their job if they do not shave. This claim is not always 
true. Providing evidence (like the sample letter shown below) that the 
beard is a religious requirement may stop the employer from forcing 
a man to shave. 

If it becomes most 
likely that one would 
lose his job if he grew 
his beard, he should 
weigh his situation and 
see which option would 
constitute more harm to 
him: shaving the beard 
or losing that enslaving 
job. Based on that, and 
after consulting with 
people of knowledge, 
he should take the 
course that he expects 
to be most pleasing to 
Allah (�). 

4. THREAT TO LIFE 

Some men assert that 
growing their beards in 
certain countries would 
endanger their lives or 
cause them harm in 

Date: ___ _ 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to inform that the Islamic faith requires from 

Muslim men to grow a substantial beard, because the 

Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) commanded: 

,Trim your mustache and spare your beard.> 

Muslim employees and subordinates who choose to 

abide by this should be permitted to do so by their 

superiors. Freedom of religion is protected by our 

Constitution. 

Your cooperation in enabling Muslims to perform this 

religious duty is appreciated. 

We welcome any questions or inquiries. 

Name 

/maam or Director of Islamic Center 

their person, property, or Dfn .  If this is true, it should be dealt with in 
a cautious and reasonable manner, similar to that described in the 
previous section. 

However, one should not hold a paranoid or cowardly position, 
expecting all forces of evil to mobilize against him as soon as his 
beard starts to surface. 
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5. A MINOR ISSUE 

Many people nowadays describe the beard as a minor issue, by which 
they mean that it is unimportant whether it is spared or shaved. Once 
this premises is accepted from them, they go one step further and say, 
"Therefore, you should shave it to agree with the modern world's 
outlook !" 

We have discussed the subject of "Core and Peel" in the Preface 
to this book, so there is no need to repeat the discussion here. We also 
discussed earlier in this chapter the claim that the beard is an optional 
trait. We conclude here by saying: 

a) Islam does not distinguish between peel and core. We should 
implement Islam as thoroughly as possible, and call others to 
implement it as well. 

b) The evidence for sparing the beard is so strong as to make it 
obligatory to spare it, and prohibited to shave it. 

6. KEEP RELIGION WITHIN THE HOME 

Some people believe that Islam should only be practiced behind the 
closed door of their home. Once they go out to the world, they become 
completely secular in their appearance and behavior. 

This is a serious ignorance about the great Religion of Islam. Our 
Creator (�) blessed us with Islam to attain serenity and satisfaction in 
all our actions and thoughts. How can we leave it inside our home 
when we need it wherever we go? How is it possible to have too 
identities : a righteous private one, and a careless public one? 

One of the strangest views that we commonly see is that of a 
Muslim couple: a wife with full f:i ij ab, and a clean-shaven husband in 
tight western attire ! Why does the woman have the bravery to display 
her Muslim identity while the man does not? Why does the woman 
take it upon herself to represent Islam while her husband does not? 
Indeed, from Allah (�) we seek help and guidance. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OTHER HAIR 

In this chapter, we discuss the following traits of fi.t rah that pertain to 
human hair (plus a few other hair-related issues) : 

l .  Trimming the mustache 
2. Pulling the armpit hair 
3. Shaving the pubic hair 
4. Grooming the head hair 

1 .  Trimming the Mustache 

We saw in Chapter 1 that trimming the mustache is one of the traits 
of fi .t rah . Furthermore, we presented in Chapter 2 various fzadfths in 
which the Prophet (�) used different Arabic verbs to command men 
to trim their mustache. He (�) said: 

« ·--:-')� I  1);.1 . �� I� . --=-'  )_,..:JI I_/;. . --=-'  )�I I_NI» 
,,,. ,,, ,,,. ,,.. 

<Closely trim the mustache; cut the mustache; cut 
your mustache; trim your mustache.> 

Zayd Bin Arqam (.) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

<He who does not trim his mustache is not one of 
US.> 

1 

Recorded by an-Nasa1, at-Ti rmi!h"f, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-Alban"f 
(Saft1ft ul-Jami' no. 6533 and al-Mishkiir no. 4364). 
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Trimming the mustache is an important act of cleanliness. Food and 
dirt cling onto an untrimmed mustache, as does waste from the nose. 
This produces an excellent breeding ground for bacteria. Imagine a 
man with such a mustache drinking from a cup that is being passed 
around !  

Trimming the mustache is done by cutting it level with the upper 
lip - until the lip is fully exposed. This was reported from five of the 
� afui b ah. 1 

Trimming the mustache should be done at least once every forty 
days. Anas (.) reported: 

� _, , ) U; '1 1  � _, , '-! J L;;J I � J � I J.,-, J � 8:," 
,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, 

" .W �  j ·. ' 1· <i �' .. : � •- j  , �WI  .. ,_ , .hi�I . . .. .) � .r __rJ I.) , ,.,y-_, , . • 

"Allah' s  Messenger (�) allowed us a maximum of 
forty nights for trimming our mustache, clipping our 
nails, pulling our armpit hair, and shaving our pubic 
hair." 2 

Trimming the mustache does not mean shaving it completely. 
Shaving it completely is a bid ah, as declared by Malik (�):  

"This is  a bid ah that has appeared among people. My 
opinion is that a person who completely shaves his 
mustache should be punished." 3 

Imam Malik had a big mustache. When questioned about it, he 
reported that when 'Umar c•) became angry, he would twirl his 
mustache and sigh out loud. 4 This only means that 'Umar' s  mustache 

Recorded by a �-TabaranT, al-BayhaqI, and others. Verified to be fiasan by al-AlbanT 
(Adab uz-Zifiif p. 209). 

2 Recorded by Muslim, AJ:1mad, and others. 
3 Recorded by al-Bayhaqi ( I :  1 5 1  ). Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanI (Adiib uz-Zifaf 

p. 209). 
4 Recorded by a �-TabaranI in al-KabTr. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanT (Adiib 

uz-Zifcif p. 209). 
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was thick, but not long - not exceeding his lip-line. 
However, a man may trim his mustache closely, as was the practice 

of Ibn 'Umar (•) who trimmed it until the whiteness of his skin was 
visible through it 1

• 

2&3. Removing the Armpit and Pubic Hair 

GUIDELINES FROM THE SUNNAH 

We saw in Chapter 1 that removing the armpit and pubic hair are two 
of the traits of fi.t rah. In Anas's f:iadith, the Prophet (�) commanded 
a Muslim to do this at least once every forty days: 

�WI  " 1- ..b'i l � .  � ..iJ I  J L.J �-l " 
, IJ""'J , . •  , y , ..J-'.) J 

"� �) � ?i �� '1 0i . .  
"Allah's Messenger (�) allowed us a maximum of 
forty nights for pulling our armpit hair and shaving our 
pubic hair .. . " 2 

In some cases, particularly during the summer and in hot climates, 
this hair should be removed more frequently to maintain good hygiene. 

The armpit and pubic hair grows in damp and dark areas, making 
it suitable ground for germs and, in some parts of the world, tiny fleas 
(like ticks). This usually leads to red skin, cracking, and infections. 

The above f:iadiths mention "pulling" for the armpit hair and 
"shaving" for the pubic hair. We have the following possible 
explanation for this: 

a) Pulling the hair removes it from the roots, together with whatever 
germs may be attached to it. This results in a more thorough 
cleaning, which is needed in the armpit area, especially since it is 
not normally frequently washed, and is not too sensitive to pulling. 

I Recorded by al-BukharT. 
2 Recorded by Muslim, AI:imad, and others. 
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b) The pubic area, on the other hand, is subject to more frequent 
washing than the armpits. 1 This should keep it less infested with 
germs. In addition, the pubic area is quite sensitive, and pulling 
hair from it may cause problems. Therefore, we are instructed to 
shave rather than pull the pubic hair. 

Removing both the armpit and the pubic hair may be done with any 
means that leads to its complete removal. Imam A}:lmad was asked 
whether it is permissible to remove the armpit hair by shaving rather 
than pulling it. He responded Uokingly showing his approval), "Do you 
all have the nerve- to pull it?" 2 However, we believe that the method 
prescribed by the Prophet (�) is the best for those who can handle it. 

In the married life, frequent removal of the armpit and pubic hair 
may be viewed as a form of adornment and cleanliness between the 
two spouses. Jabir (�) reported that, after returning from a long 
journey, the Prophet (�) ordered his soldiers to camp on the outskirts 
of al-Madinah instead of rushing in, to give time for their wives to be 
prepared for them: 

<Postpone entering into al-Madinah until the night, 
so that a disheveled woman would have time to do 
her hair, and a lonely woman (because of her 
husband's absence) would have time to shave her 
pubic hair.> 3 

Removing the armpit and pubic hair is not classified to be 
"changing Allah's creation", because the Prophet (�) explicitly 
commanded us to do so. 

PUNGENT, DIRTY SWEAT 

Sweat is a mixture of water and salts. It plays an important part in 

I We discuss this further in the next chapter (p. 49). 
2 From the "Masai/". 
3 Recorded by al-Bukhiirt, Muslim, and others. 
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regulating the body temperature by evaporation of water from the skin. 
It also provides a means of removing waste products (toxins) from the 
body and dumping them directly onto the skin. There are two types of 
sweat glands: eccrine and apocrine. 

Eccrine glands are found everywhere on the skin except for the lips 
and the external genital parts. 

Apocrine glands are found particularly in the armpit and genital 
areas. They have the same structure as the under-skin hair sacks 
(follicle) and the fat-producing (sebaceous) glands. With the presence 
of sex hormones (especially at the onset of puberty), the apocrine 
glands produce a highly individual scent. 

According to many physicians, body odor is produced by micro
organisms (or germs) that particularly grow in moist areas of the skin, 
such as the armpit and pubic areas, and digest sebum - a mixture of 
fat and debris of dead cells excreted by the fat-producing glands. 

Other specialists believe that the odor is a result of food and drink 
intake, getting worse with red meat, spices, and so on. 

Therefore, it is clear that removing the armpit and pubic hair 
eliminates from our body a major medium for germ growth, as well as 
a medium in which sweat, fat, and odors reside. 

4. Grooming the Head Hair 

PARTING THE HAIR 

We saw in Chapter 1 that parting the hair is one of the traits of fi.trah. 
It helps keep the hair tidy, and makes cleaning it easier. This is 
especially true when the hair is long and thick, making it necessary to 
divide it into bunches or braids. 

lbn 'Abbas (�) reported: 

"Allah's Messenger (.A) used to let his hair fall down 
around his head, because this is what the people of the 
Scripture did, whereas the pagans parted their hair. 
He (.A) used to prefer resembling the people of the 
Scripture unless Allah commanded him differently. But 
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later on, he parted his hair." 1 

In explanation of this, Ibo I:Iajar (�) said: 

"The reason for this appears to be that the idolaters 
were then farther from f ma, n  that the people of the 
Scripture, because the latter followed a revealed religion 
for the most part. So he (�) liked to resemble them in 
order to attract them to Islam. But when the idolators 
around him embraced Islam, while the people of the 
Scripture remained in their disbelief, it became 
incumbent to differ from them." 2 

The manner of parting the Prophet's (�) hair 1s described by 
'A'ishah (� ). She reported: 

'' ,,, ,., } '" . . -� � �Li �)., ·��� � 

' '.When I parted Allah's Messenger's (�) hair, I would 
start from the back of his head, letting the hair fall 
down his forehead (as bangs)." 3 

GROOMING THE HAIR 

Grooming the hair (in Arabic, tarjfl or tarajj ul) is a detailed process 
that can involve cleaning, washing, combing, parting, and braiding. 

The Prophet (�) urged people to groom their hair. Abu 
Hurayrah (�) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

< Whoever has hair should take care of it.> 4 

l Recorded by al-Bukhan, Muslim, and others. 
2 Fatf:i ul-Btirf l 0:362.  

3 Recorded by Abu Dawud. Verified to be fiasan by al-AlbanT (al-Mishktit no. 4375). 
4 Recorded by Abu Dawud. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanI ($af:if/:l ul-Jtimi' no. 
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Jabir (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (.€3) once saw a man 
with disheveled hair, so he said: 

<Can't this man find something for calming his 
hair?> 

Even during i' tikaf 2, the Prophet (.€3) was keen on maintaining the 
cleanliness of his head. 'A'ishah (�) reported: 

J J � �  , � � �  , , j.,_-.., u , _; r:-> J Li I_, � I.., J ! <) � JJ I J.,._.,.., 0 l5" 

" .�L> Lil_, �1.., 

"Allah's Messenger (.€3) would bring his head close to 
me (through the Masj id's door) while I was in my room 
(and he was outside in the Masj id), and I would groom 
his hair while I was in menses." 3 

In grooming his hair, the Prophet (.€3) liked to start with the right 
side. 'A'ishah (�) reported: 

"Allah's Messenger (.€3) liked to start with the right 
side in his wu(j,a', in wearing his shoes, and in caring 
for his hair." 4 

But the Prophet (.€3) disliked over-indulgence in grooming the hair. 

6493 and a�-Saftfhah no. 500). 
Recorded by Abii Dawiid, an-Nasa'T, and others. Verified to be authentic by al
AlbanT (a�-Saft"ift.ah no. 493 and al-Mishkiit no. 4277). 

2 ftikiif is to worship Allah in the masjid in seclusion, normally during the last nights 
of Ramat;liin. 

3 Recorded by al-Bukhan and Muslim. 
4 Recorded by Abii Dawiid, an-Nasa'I, and others. Verified to be authentic by al

AlbanT (a�-Sa!11!wh no. 50 I and Saft"ift ul-Jiimi' no. 6870). 
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'Abdullah Bin al-Mughaffal (�) reported: 
� .,, , , 

" . u  'i i  1:- �-t J . .ii i  J � ,, 
. , , .r:r ,y. , .J"""'.J � 

Traits of Fi,t rah 

"Allah's Messenger (�) prohibited grooming the hair 
excessively." 1 

Grooming the hair may also be viewed as a form of adornment and 
cleanliness between the two spouses. In Jabir ( �) earlier J:,, ad"i th, the 
Prophet (�) said: 

« _ 1:, •� 1 k:;i ✓ ,� J;� � l)+ol » 

<Postpone entering into al-Madinah until the night, 
so that a disheveled woman would have time to do 
her hair.> 2 

LENGTH OF A MAN'S HAIR 

The Prophet (�) was not particular about the length of his hair. It 
would usually extend to a level between his ears and shoulders. 
'A'ishah (�) reported: 

" - �)) I �J,�J p1 2;_,.; � � I  J.J"""') �lS" 

"Allah's Messenger's (�) hair used to extend below his 
ears and above his shoulder." 3 

During J:,, ajj (major pilgrimage) and ' um rah (minor pilgrimage) the 
Prophet (�) shaved his head completely and urged others to shave 
theirs by saying: � • 

« .�l ��i �I »  

Recorded by Abu Dawud, an-Nasa\ and others. Verified to be authentic by al
AlbanT (a�-Safif/_1.ah no. 501 and Salifl:i ul-Jami' no. 6870). 

2 Recorded by al-BukharT, Muslim, and others. 
3 Recorded by Abu Dawud, at-Tirmi.thT, and others. Verified to be fiasan by al-AlbanT 

(al-Mishkat no. 4386). 
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<0 Allah, show mercy to those who shave their head 
(in l}ajj).> 1 

And once the Prophet (•) entered Makkah with his hair so long 
that he had it tied up in four bunches 2

• 

Thus there is no specific restriction in regard to the length of a 
man's hair - except to avoid cutting or styling it in a way resembling 
that of sinners or disbelievers. 

'Abdullah Bin Ja'far ( .. ) reported that, after his father's 
martyrdom, 3 the Prophet (•) left Ja'far's family to themselves for 
three days. Then he visited them and said: 

<Do not weep over my brother past this day. Bring 
my brother's two sons before me.> 

'Abdullah says, "We (my brother and I) were brought before him (with 
messy hair) like chicks." So the Prophet (•) ordered, « . JYI  � ly�i » 
<Summon the barber.> The barber came and he commanded-him to 
shave the two boys' heads. 4 

Some ' ula ma, such as Imam Al:imad 5
, disliked shaving the head 

consistently, because the Prophet (•) indicated that this would be one 
of the characteristics of the khawii.rij. 6 

Recorded by Al-Bukhart, Muslim, and others from lbn 'Umar and other 
companions (�). 

2 Recorded by Abu Dawud, ° Jbn Majah, and others, from Umm Hant Bint Abt Talib. 
Verified to be authentic by al-Albant (Mukhta$ar ush-Shamail no. 23). 

3 In the battle of Mu'tah. 
4 Recorded by Abu Dawud and an-Nasa'I. Verified to be authentic by al-Albant (al

Mishkat no. 4389 and Afikam ul-Janaiz p. 32). 
5 As in his masail. 
6 As was recorded by AJ:imad, Abu Dawud, and others from Anas (�), and verified 

authentic by al-Albant (Safzff:i ul-Jami' no. 8054 and as-Sunnah 940, 945) .  Khawarij 
were those who turned and fought against the $a/:labah during 'AII's (�) rule. 
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LENGTH OF A WOMAN'S HAIR 

A woman's hair is an important part of her physical adornment. This 
is why Islam does not require her to shave her hair like men during 
fiajj. lbn 'Abbas (.) reported that the Prophet (A) said: 

<Women are not required to shave (during IJ,ajj or 
'umrah). They only need to shorten their hair.> 

It is not recommended for a woman to shave her hair, because this 
would make her resemble men. 

At this point, it is important to warn against a weak fiadf th reported 
from 'AII (�): 

"Allah's Messenger (A) prohibited for a woman to 
shave off her head." 2 

There is a special prohibition, however, for women to shave their 
hair as an expression of mourning. When Abu Musa al-Ash'ari (�) 
was on his deathbed, he said: 

"Indeed, Allah's Messenger (A) disowned any woman 
who wails, shaves her hair, or tears up her clothes (as 
signs of mourning)." 3 

We conclude that there is no specific restriction in regard to the 
length of a woman's hair - other than the following: 

a) She should avoid shaving it without a medical reason, or 

Recorded by Abu Dawud, al-BayhaqT, and others. Verified to be authentic by al
AlbanI (a�-Saft1ftah no. 605). 

2 Recorded by an-Nasa'I, at-Tirmi!hT, and others. Verified to be weak by al-AlbanT 
(a(i.-l)a'ifah no. 678). 

3 Recorded by al-BukharT, Muslim, and others. 
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cutting it short so as to resemble men's hair. 

b) She should avoid cutting or styling it in a way resembling that 
of sinners or disbelievers. 

USING FALSE HAIR 

It is strongly prohibited to use fake hair, making it appear as though 
it is part of a person's own hair. 

Asma' Bint AbT Bakr (�) reported that a woman came to the 
Prophet (�) and said, "After I married off my daughter, she became 
afflicted with an illness that caused her hair to fall out. Her husband 
keeps urging me to connect other hair to hers. Should I do so?" When 
the Prophet (�) heard this, he cursed women who connect their hair 
with other hair, as well as the women who provide them with the 
hair. 1 

lbn 'Umar (�) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

<May Allah (�) curse a woman who provides hair 
for others to connect to theirs, and a woman who 
requests to connect other hair to hers. May He also 
curse a woman who makes tattoos, and a woman 
who requests to be tattooed.> 2 

Mu'awiyah (�) once saw a bunch of hair (used as a wig) in the 
hand of one of his soldiers. He exclaimed, "Where are your ' ula ma, 
O Muslims? I heard Allah's Messenger (�) prohibit things like this 
and say: , , , 

« . �j� o,� 'J;..;I � � .. k?r! � � Wj» 
<Indeed, the Children of Israel were destroyed when 
their women used this.>" 3 

I Recorded by al-Bukhali and Muslim. 
2 Recorded by al-BukharT, Muslim, and others. 
3 Recorded by aJ-BukharT, Muslim, and others. 
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EXCELLENCE OF WHITE HAIR 

A Muslim should not be upset when he starts seeing gray in his hair, 
because this can be a good sign for him. The more he lives as an 
obedient servant to Allah (�), the more rewards that he accumulates. 
Ka'b Bin Murrah (�) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

« - � � I �� I_.,_,.; AJ �lS' i;L, '?' I � �:�,�. �L.;, .:,-o »  

<Whoever acquires white hair in Islam, it will be a 
light for him on Judgment Day.> 

Therefore, it is prohibited to pull out white hairs. 'Abdullah Bin 
'Amr (�) reported: 

i ;L, '?' I � �. _ �. � L.;, .:,-o . µ I �_,.; .J µ , � I 1_µ '1 >> 

« .�_., � L+, w_.,J ,� L+, � faJ ,L L+, A.l l l  � 
<Do not pull the white hair, because it is a light for 
a Muslim. Whoever gets a white hair while he is a 
Muslim, Allah records for him a good deed, expiates 
for him a sin, and raises him one level (in Jannah).> 2 

DYEING THE HAIR 

Even though it is not permissible to pull out white hair, it is 
recommended to dye it a brownish color. Abu Hurayrah (�) reported 
that the Prophet (�) said: 

<Indeed, the Jews and Christians do not dye their 

Recorded by at-Tirmi!b.i, an-Nasa'T, and others. Verified to be fwsan by al-AlbanI 
(al-Mishkiit no.4385). 

2 Recorded by Abu Dawud, at-Tirmi!hI, and others. Verified to be fiasan by al-AlbanI 
(a�-Saftfftah no. 1 243, al-Mishkiit no. 4384, and Sal:if!i ul-Jiimi' no. 3748). 
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(white) hair, so be different from them.> 

Jabir (�) reported that upon conquering Makkah, Abu Bakr's (�) 
father, Abu Qu):lafah, was brought before the Prophet (iii) to embrace 
Islam. The Prophet (iii) saw his head and beard "white as clouds", so 
he ordered: 

<Change this with something (i.e., dye it), but avoid 
dyeing it black.> 2 

Anas (�) reported that the Prophet (iii) said: 

<Change white hair (by dyeing), but avoid making it 
black.> 3 

We say that dyeing white hair is recommended and not obligatory 
because the � aft ab ah understood it to be optional, so some of them 
dyed while others did not. According to al-Albani (�), 4 the 
recommendation is met by dyeing the hair at least once in a lifetime. 

Men and women without white hair should avoid dyeing their hair 
with colors different from the original color because: 

a) It involves changing Allah's creation. 

b) It is deceiving to others. Asma' (�) reported that the Prophet (iii) 
said: 

(( . 
'· , ! ;AS' �  -t � t'., :.t I i) 

.).J.) �y I..)""-! - i- . . 
. , 

<A person who pretends having that which he does 
not is like one who wears two garments of 

I Recorded by al-BukharT and Muslim. 
2 Recorded by Muslim, an-Nasa'I, and others. 
3 Recorded by A):imad, lbn l:libban, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanT 

(a�-$a(lf(lah no. 496). 
4 In an audio recording. 
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deception.> 

This prohibition is more emphasized if the hair is dyed with bizarre 
colors resembling the styles of singers, actors, and other corrupt 
people. 

Some contemporary scholars have permitted a woman to dye her 
hair with natural colors if this is done only to please her husband, and 
only within the boundaries of her home. This may then evade the 
above concerns - Allah (�) knows best. 

SHAVING A NEWBORN'S HEAD 

It is required to shave a newborn's head on the seventh day. Abu Rafi' 
and 'An (�) reported that when Fa � imah (�) gave birth to al-I:Iasan 
and, later on, al-I:Iusayn, Allah's Messenger (,�) told her: 

« - � a.,  o� �.?! � �J ,.c...i) �1 ,Uu � »  

<0 Fatimah, shave his head, and give charity equal 
to his hair's weight in silver.> 2 

'Abdullah Bin 'Amr (�) reported: 

" . � IJ , �  � �� I  �JJ , � L...,  �>.! ?)) I �-o -: �1 .,,-oi " 
, , 

"The Prophet (�) commanded us to name a newborn 
on its seventh day, as well as to remove the filth off it 
(i.e., shave the hair) and slaughter a sacrifice." 3 

SHAVING THE HEAD UPON EMBRACING ISLAM 

Similar to a newborn, as soon as a man impinges on his new life as a 

I Recorded by al-BukharT and Muslim. 
2 Recorded by Al_imad, al-BayhaqT, and others. Verified to be ftasan (good) by al

AlbanT (/rwa ul-Ghalfl no. 1 175. 
3 Recorded by at-Tirmi!hT and lbn AbT Shaybah. Verified to be ftasan by al-AlbanT 

(Safti:[1 at-Tirmitf!.f no. 2269). 
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Muslim, he should shave his hair. Kulayb al-Juhan1 (•) reported that 
he came to the Prophet (�) and told him that he had embraced Islam. 
The Prophet (�) commanded him: 

« . ::.,..:-:.;;.1.., �1 ;,:,;, �� J.11 » 
, , 

<Shave off the hair of kufr, and get circumcised.> 

Note that new Muslim women are exempt from this ruling because 
there are no authentic reports that the Prophet (�) commanded any 
woman who embraced Islam to shave her head. 

AVOIDING PARTIAL SHAVING 

When shaving the head of a boy or an adult man, we should avoid 
q az', which is to shave part of the head and leave the rest unshaved. 

Ibn 'Umar (t$,) reported that the Prophet (�) saw a boy with part 
of his head shaved and the other part unshaved. He (�) prohibited 
doing this and said: �, � 

J J < 

« . ill'  o_,5';1 _, I ill' opl »  

<Shave it all or spare it all.> 2 

Ibn 'Umar (t$,) similarly reported: 

" -�� �,A.., 0� � I �IJ 0-4 � )  =t_;il l  � Ji l JJ-'J u+" 
"Allah's Messenger (�) prohibited q az', which is 
shaving part of a boy's head and sparing the rest." 3 

This clearly indicates the prohibition of some hair styles whereby 
only parts of the head hair are shaved, leaving other parts fully grown. 

Recorded by Abu Dawud and A1_1mad. Verified to be fwsan by al-Albani (Sa/:tf/:t ul
Jami' no. 125 1 and lrwa ul-Ghalfl no. 79). 

2 Recorded by Abu Dawud, an-Nasa'i, and others. Verified to be authentic by al
Albani (Sabff:t ul-Jami' no. 2 1 2  and a$-Sa/:tf/:tah no. 1 123). 

3 Recorded by al-Bukhari, Muslim, and others. 
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Facial Hair 

Except for the mustache, it is prohibited to pluck or shave the facial 
hair. We mentioned earlier that Allah's Messenger (�) has declared 
that those who remove their facial hair are accursed by Allah (�), as 
was reported from him by Ibn Mas'iid (�): 

« . _-:.,la..:,:jl� -:.i�L:JI JJI  � »  

<Allah curses those who pluck the facial hair (for 
others) and those who seek to pluck their facial 
hair . . .  > 1 

It is disturbing to see that many Muslim women, some even with 
(lij ab covering their head and body, employ nam�. Their eyebrows 
become unnaturally thin and ugly - in clear contrast with the good 
way that Allah made them. This only reflects ignorance in the basics 
of our Prophet's (�) Sunnah. 

Other Hair of the Body 

From the above, it is apparent that the human hair is of three types: 
that which is obligatory to remove (ex., the pubic hair), that which is 
prohibited to remove (ex., the facial hair), and that which is optional 
(the hair of the head). Other bodily hair that is not mentioned in any 
(l adtt h is considered of the third type: it may be removed for 
convenience if it does not lead to any violations, such as men 
resembling women. 

AI-Bukhaaree and Muslim. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TRAITS OF DAILY CLEANLINESS 

In this chapter, we discuss the following traits of daily cleanliness: 

1, Rinsing the mouth 
2. Washing the nostrils 
3. Washing the finger knuckles 
4. Washing the private parts 
5. Clipping the nails 

In chapter 1, we saw that the Prophet (�) considered all of these 
to be traits of fi,t rah. 

1. Rinsing the Mouth 

Rinsing the mouth is an important hygienic practice that Islam strongly 
emphasizes. A Muslim is required to rinse his mouth during wut;f,u 
several times a day. 

Laq1t Bin Sabirah (.) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

<When you perform wuef,ii', rinse your mouth.> 

'Abdullah Bin Zayd al-An�ar1 (.) was asked to perform wut;fu 
like Allah's Messenger (�) did, so he requested a water vessel, poured 
some water over his hands and washed them, rinsed his mouth and 
nostrils three times ... 2 

Recorded by Abii Dawiid. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanT (Sal:tfl:tu Sunani Ahr 
Do.wad no. 132). 

2 Recorded by al-BukharT, Muslim, and others. 
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2. Washing the Nostrils 

Our nostrils are important air filters. They intercept a lot of dust and 
dirt that would otherwise enter our bodies. But like other filters, they 
need continuous maintenance and cleaning lest they breakdown or stop 
functioning properly. Because of this, we are commanded to rinse them 
with every wut;f,u. Rinsing them is done by carefully inhaling water 
into· tnem and then blowing it out. 

Abu Hurayrah (�) reported that the Prophet (.) said: 

(( . ::��; � , : Lo  �i � � r5�i Ly l� J» 
<When you perform wu<Jit, admit water into your 
nose, then blow it out.> 

Abu Hurayrah (�) reported that the Prophet (.) said: 
,, ,:. "' J 

" . .i..i ,. • . � ; WI  1 ::.._� I , ","' � .. • I I � I " · 1 1  · 15" -� Y ,.y ....,,,....,...  , <.r,"'  l..l 
"When the Prophet (.) inhaled (during wut;f,u'), he 
would admit water into his nostrils." 2 

Laq1t Bin Sabirah (�) reported that the Prophet (.) said: 

��_, ,�L:,�I  � �_, , ;�) I �i »  
, .,, 

« . L.;L:, �fa �j �! , J I "' ��· -� I � 

<To perform a complete wu<J.ii,', rub between your 
fingers (and toes), and deeply inhale water (to rinse 
your nostrils) - unless you are fasting.> 3 

Ibn 'Umar (�) reported that the Prophet (.) said: 

Recorded by al-Bukhiirt, Muslim, and others. 
2 Recorded by A�mad. Verified to be authentic by al-Albiint ($ab1!zu Sunani Abt 

Do.wad no. 128). 
3 Recorded by Abu Dawud, at-Tirmi!!:ff, and others. Verified to be authentic by al

Albiint ($ab1bu Sunani Abt Do.wad no. 1 30). 
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(( . -Lj� ) � �  '-1:?"r I_,/ � � ·  ·l» 
, , 

<(During wu<J,u' ,) inhale water deeply and then 
exhale it two or three times.> 

3. Washing the Finger Knuckles 

In various fiadft hs, the Prophet (�) commands us to wash our fingers 
and hands, giving special attention to obscure areas between the fingers 
and around the knuckles. 

We are required to wash our hands several times a day during 
wu(i,u, with up to three times in every wu(i,u. 

Once some water was given to 'Uthman (�) to perform wu(i,u'. So 
he washed his hands (up to the wrist) and, after completing the wu(i,u, 

said: 

"I saw Allah's Messenger (�) perform wu(i,u the way 
I did now." 2 

In Laqit 's (�) earlier fiadft h, the Prophet (�) said: 

« .  - �L.,�I � Ji;._, , :�)I &----i )) 

<To perform a complete wu<J,u', rub between your 
fingers (and toes) . . .  > 3 

AI-Mustawrid Bin Shaddad (�) reported: 
, , , 

" . � ' � ,. w; - l.,I dJ'..v 'G " 1 � 1 J.J I J � 1 " � - -· . J � , - 'y , , ..J-"J _ J 
,,,. ..,. ,, ,,,. 

"I saw Allah's Messenger (�) when he performed 

Recorded by Abii Dawiid, Ibn Majah, and others. Verified to be authentic by al
AlbanT (Saft1ftu Sunani Abf Dawiid no. 1 29). 

2 Recorded by al-BukharT, Muslim, and others. 
3 Recorded by Abii Dawiid, at-Tirmi!hT, and others. Verified to be authentic by al

AlbanT (Sal:trftu Sunani Abf Dawiid no. 1 30). 
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ww;J,ii rubbing his toes with his pinkie finger." 1 

During deep sleep, we are unconscious about our actions. Our 
hands may touch our mouth, nose, genitals, and so on. It would then 
be wrong to plunge them, as soon as we wake up, into a basin of clean 
water that we use for washing or wu(iu - we should wash them first. 
This can be done, for example, by tilting the basin to pour water over 
them. Abu Hurayrah (�) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

(( _ ; 1 -½  �� �1 �.J
0
-½ '1 f'�l 0\j ·��J J 

< When one of you wakes up from sleep, let him wash 
his hands before immersing them in his wu<Jil water, 
because he does not know where his hands were 
during his sleep.> 2 

We are also instructed to wash our hands after eating, especially if 
we want to go to bed. Abu Hurayrah (�) reported that the 
Prophet (�) said: 

« - �  �! :; .J'½ ;L ;� � �L; ' �  �_, � �
-½ J-' � Ll  0-° »  

<If a person has residues of greasy food on his hand, 
and he goes to sleep without washing them, then if 
something happens to him during the night (like a 
sting or bite), let him blame none other than 
himself.> 3 

Recorded by Abu Dawud, at-Tirmi!hI, and others. Verified to be authentic by al
Albani ($afi[fiu Sunani Abf Dtiwiid no. 135). 

2 Recorded by al-Bukhari, Muslim, and others. 
3 Recorded by Abu Dawud and A�mad. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanI ($afi[fi 

ul-Jtimi' no. 6564). 
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4. Washing the Private Parts 

Washing the private parts after urination or fecal excrement is an 
obligatory practice for Muslims. It reflects a thorough level of 
cleanliness that is not matched in any other culture. 

Neglecting this important practice may lead to severe punishment. 
Jbn 'Abbas (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) passed by two 
graves and said: 

'i � � , w�i L:oi . < · • v� � , • v� 1 ,. � 1  » u J'::':"' y u . .. _, u . " �. 

<< -�½ u""l:J l  � � �� ).'ii L:'oi_, ,�:; � ;� 
, , 

<Indeed, these two (dead people) are being tortured. 
Their punishment is for matters that are not thought 
important (by many people). As for the first, he did 
not shield himself from his urine; and as for the 
other, he walked about spreading slander.> 

Anas, Abu Hurayrah, and Ibn 'Abbas (�) reported that the 
Prophet (�) said: 

« -� r.l)l ":-' I� to��µ , J� I � I��» 
<Purify yourselves from urine. Indeed, most of the 
grave's punishment is because of it.> 2 

The reason for this punishment is that feces and urine, even in 
small traces, cause physical harm and produce foul smell. Furthermore, 
leaving such traces on the body invalidates the prayer. 

The Prophet (�) used water to cleanse himself. Anas (�) 
reported: , , , , , 

r;il_, Li l �u ,;�1 J;-� � I J_,...,_; �LS'" 
" · : LL ½ � ,�fa_, :� ,:.,-o �_, I �! '-:?� 

I Recorded by al-Bukhari, Muslim, and others. 
2 Recorded by ad-Daraqu � n"f, al-l:Hikim, and others. Verified to be authentic by al

Alban"f (�aft[/:! ul-Jami' no. 397 1 and frwli 'ul-Chalrl no. 280). 
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"When Allah's Messenger (€3) went out to relieve 
himself, I and another boy near my age would carry for 
him his water and spear. So he would use the water to 
cleanse himself." 1 

Allah (�) praised some people of al-Madinah for using water to 
cleanse themselves. Abu Hurayrah (�) reported that the Prophet (€3) 
said: , J 

: �'J I o ,l;\ � �? , . u �  0� · - .: ·Y  jJii 0LS'>> 1-� - , -
0 .,,, .,, 

J 
� 

« ' · A  '-!�I ( l__,:��6�2 )  0� J�.) �) 

<The people of Quba' 2 used water to clean their 
private parts, so the following ayah was revealed in 
their regard: 
«There are in it (Quba' Mosque) men who love to 
purify themselves.» 3> 4 

Washing the private area after relieving oneself is clearly an 
important act of cleanliness with which we, Muslims, have been 
blessed. It prevents diseases, rashes, irritations, skin cracking, etc, that 
happens to people who do not apply it - all praise is due to our Lord, 
Allah (�), for His great favors on us. 

5. Clipping the Nails 

RULING 

We saw in Chapter 1 that clipping the nails is one of the traits of 
fi ! rah. It is an obligation because, in Anas' s earlier fiadfth, the 

Recorded by al-Bukhari, Muslim, and others. 
2 Area in the south-east part of al-Mad"fnah, about 3 miles (5 km) from the 

Prophet's (€3) Mosque. 
3 At-Tawbah 9: I 08. 
4 Recorded by Abii Dawiid, at-Tirmiili_i, and others. Verified to be authentic by al

Albani ($aftfftu Sunani Abf Dawiid no. 34). 
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Prophet (_.) commanded us to do this at least once every forty days: 
, J 

"� �) � ;:5i �� '1 0i . .  _),U;'il � J ;u 1 J_,_,.) � 8�" 
, , 

"Allah's Messenger (_.) allowed us a maximum of 
forty nights for clipping our nails ... " 1 

Though the Prophet (_.) set forty days as a limit for clipping the 
nails, it does not mean that we should always wait this long before 
doing it. Rather, most people will need to clip them much more often. 
Many 'ulama are of the opinion that clipping the nails and removing 
the armpit and pubic hair should normally be done every Friday. 

Clipping the nails is not considered io be "changing Allah's 
creation", because Allah (�) commanded us to do it. 

ABSURDITY OF NAIL-GROWING 

We use our hands to perform a great variety of tasks, including 
cooking and eating, and scrubbing and cleaning dirty areas. Our toes 
precede us wherever we go, coming into contact with grounds of 
varying levels of cleanliness and filth. Our nails are fit on our fingers 
and toes in such a way that they easily and automatically collect traces 
of whatever they contact. Therefore, nails are perfect locations for dirt
collection and germ-reproduction. They act like small waste-baskets 
that we carry with us all the time. The contents of these baskets cannot 
be completely removed with washing or rubbing. The only way to 
clean them is by clipping the nails short all the time. 

Long nails have always been viewed as a sign of ferocity and 
savageness because they are carried by wild animals and barbaric 
people. Ironically, in recent times, they have become a sign of 
refinement and civilization. A woman's smooth hand, fitted with long 
nails (whether true or fake) - especially if they are painted with the 
color of blood, has become a universal indication of beauty and 
elegance ! This is a great example of how people's fi _t rah becomes 
deformed so as to approve the wrong and dislike the right. 

This odd practice makes no sense, and has no benefit - rather, it 

Recorded by Muslim, Al)mad, and others. 
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has a lot of harm. But like many absurd practices started by the non
Muslims, this practice has been readily accepted by many Muslim 
women (and men). They rush to implement it, ignoring that it violates 
the Prophet's (�) teachings, that it makes it impossible for a woman 
with polished nails to perform w u(i,a', that it brings filth and diseases 
into things that she cooks or touches, and that it presents a hazard to 
her own children if they are hit by her sharp and pointy nails. 

It is time for Muslims to wake up, and to realize that the teachings 
of our religion are the most sublime and beneficial. Let us stop 
replacing the divine beauty of our religion with filth and non-sense 
imported from other cultures. 
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Definition and Ruling 

DEFINITION 

CHAPTER 5 

SIWAK 

Siwa k  (or m iswa k) is  a stick used for cleaning the teeth. It derives from 
the root word " sa ka" that means "rubbed" 1

• Siwa k  is used to clean the 
teeth and gums by brushing and rubbing. This act of cleaning the teeth 
with siwa k  is called tasawwuk. 

Siwa k  sticks are usually cut from the roots of a desert tree called 
ara k  (scientific name: salvadore persica). Ara k  is a small shrub, with 

a crooked trunk that does not exceed one foot in diameter. Its bark is 
scabrous and cracked, whitish with pendulous extremities. Its root has 
a light brown bark, with white inner surfaces. It has a cress-like odor 
and a warm, pungent taste. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 

Chemical studies 2 show that the ara k  stem contains the fol lowing 
ingredients: 

1 Tri meth y lamine 2 An alkaloid (salvadorine) 

3 Chlorides 4 High amounts of fluoride and silica 

s Sulphur 6 Vitamin C 

7 Small amounts of tannins, saponins, flavonoids & sterols 

I Lislin ul-'A rab by lbn Man?,ur. 
2 From the paper: "Siwak as an Oral Health Device" by Dr. M Ragaii, et al, Kuwait 

(http://www.islamset.com/sc/plants/si wak. html). 
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RULING 

The Siwak helps preserve the teeth and give the mouth a good smell. 
'A'ishah (�) and Ibn 'Abbas (,$,) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

(( - �A ��.,,.., '� t� � !;,J I »  

<Siwak purifies the mouth and pleases the Lord.> 

Using the s iwak is one of the traits of fi. t r ah. It is not obligatory, 
but is a highly recommended act of worship. The reason for this is that 
in the following J:,, ad"it hs of Abu Hurayrah and 'An (\$,), the 
Prophet (�) clearly states that he did not want to make it an obligation 
upon his followers. 

When to Use the Siwiik 

From the texts of the Sunnah that we cite below, we can conclude that 
the siwak should be used often during a Muslim's day. 

USING THE SIWAK WITH WupO 

It is recommended to make tasawwuk a regular practice associated with 
wu(j,u. Abu Hurayrah (*) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 

<Had I not been concerned about making it too hard 
for my followers, I would have commanded them to 
use the siwak with every wu<J,u' .> 

2 

Recorded by Al:Jmad, an-Nasa'I, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanI 
($afi[f,. ul-Jami' no. 3695 and Irwa 'ul-Ghalfl no. 66). 

2 Recorded by Al:Jmad, Abu Dawud, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani 
($afi[!1u Sunani Ab[ Dawad no. 36). 
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USING THE StWAK BEFORE PRAYERS 

The Prophet (�) urged us to perform tasawwuk before prayers. 'An, 
al-'Abbas, and other companions (�) reported that the Prophet (�) 
said: � J J 

« - �� JS -� � ,;_i� �/� ,�1 � �1 ) "i) » 

<Had I not been concerned about making it too hard 
for my followers, I would have commanded them to 
use the siwak before every prayer.> 

In another l;, adft h, the Prophet (�) explained why it is important 
to purify our mouth before prayer. 'An (�) also reported that the 
Prophet (�) said: 

� .u.G. rW cllll  �t.;1 J-� ru  � �� I �! '¥1 �! » 
w ,� ' LJ

, ,. , "..' '• ..C' J -:. , J' !'- ' "y.J !_,C' q �" , - , <...s- � � � yJ _.J � .r.. ' yJ _.J u .r-' 
- J '" .,, ,,,, - '" 

« .  0 1� �1)1 I.JAW ,�I �_,;; J �LS' "il �I I� -yj 

<When a worshiper (of Allah) uses the siwak (to 
clean his teeth) and then stands in prayer, an angel 
comes and stands behind him, listening to the 
recitation of Qur'an. The angel continues to listen 
and draw nearer until he places his mouth over the 
worshiper's, so that he does not recite one ayah but 
that it enters into the angel's mouth. Therefore, 
purify your mouth for reciting Qur'an.> 2 

USING THE StWAK UPON WAKING UP 

Sleep produces a foul odor in the mouth. The Prophet (�) treated this 
with siwak. When he first awoke, he would use the siwak. 

Ibn 'Umar (�) reported: 

I Recorded by al-Bukhari, Muslim, and others. 
2 Recorded by al-BayhaqI, al-Bazzar, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanI 

(a�-Saft"iftah no. 1 2 1 3). 
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" . .!J l;,.J� 1-½ t;;; - . 1  I �µ , �-� l.!.1 1;,.JI.., '1! r� '1 � I J_,-,.J �lS'" 
"Allah's Messenger (�) would not sleep without the 
s iwak next to his head. When he woke up, he would 
start off by using the s iwak." 1 

I:Iuthayfah (�) reported: 

" . .!) I � I L.,  � u J � I I I  I '. , L, I �  I JJ I J . lS'" , � . ...r' � v-::"" � i < , _,...,.) I,) 

"When Allah's Messenger (�) got up at night (for 
prayer), he would clean his mouth with the s iwak." 2 

'A'ishah (�) reported: 
,, � , 

J " . .!Jl.:...il � � ,µ1 � �u I �µ ,61�.., �__;�:, � �Jo! �lS'" 
, , , 

"The Prophet's (�) wu{j,u water and s iwak used to be 
prepared for him (before he slept). When he got up at 
night, he would relieve himself, then use the s iwak." 3 

USING THE StWAK BEFORE THE NIGHT PRAYERS 

The Prophet (�) was particularly keen to brush his teeth with the 
s iwak before starting his night prayer. As soon as he got up, he would 
brush his teeth with the s iwak and perform wu(j,u'. 

'A'ishah (�) reported: 

"Allah's Messenger (�) used to pray ' isha, followed 
by two short rak' at. He would then prepare his s iwak 

Recorded by A}_lmad and Ibn Na�r. Verified to be frasan by al-AlbanT ($af,ffr ul
Ji'imi' no. 4872 and a�-$afrff,ah no. 2 1 1 1 ). 

2 Recorded by al-BukharT, Muslim, and others. 
3 Recorded by Muslim, Abii Dawiid, and others. 
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and water for wu¢u'. Whenever Allah willed to wake 
him up, he would rise, clean his teeth with the siwak, 
perform wu(l,u', and stand in prayer." 1 

In another report, 'A'ishah (�) said: 

'' l .,,  , .,, . , � i:. 

. �3 8:, �3 , .;.J � , � I .:,.a � 0 I 

"We used to prepare Allah's Messenger's (�) siwak 
and water (before he went to sleep). Allah (�) would 
then wake him up whenever He willed during the night. 
He would brush his teeth with the siwak and perform 
wu(l.u, then pray." 2 

USING THE StWAK UPON ENTERING THE HOME 

Siwak 

The Prophet (�) used to purify his mouth and enhance his breath for 
meeting his family. 'A'ishah (�) reported: 

< J " . � 1_,...J� e� _; J;-� I �! I'� �I �LS'" 
"Upon entering his home, the Prophet (�) used to start 
off by using the siwak." 3 

USING THE StWAK WHEN DEATH APPROACHES 

Being in the throes of death did not stop the Prophet (�) from 
wanting to purify his mouth with the siwak. 'A'ishah (�) reported: 

Recorded by a � -TaI:iawT, AI:imad, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanT 
(Salat ut-Taraw1/:t pp. 1 00-101). 

2 Recorded by Muslim, Abu Dawud, and others. 
3 Recorded by Muslim, Abu Dawud, and others. 
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"'Abd ur-Ra]:iman Bin AbI Bakr entered my house 
holding a siwiik and brushing his teeth with it. Allah's 
Messenger (�) looked at it (with desire), so I told my 
brother to give it to me, which he did. I broke off the 
tip and removed the bark with my teeth, chewed it (to 
soften it), and gave it to Allah's Messenger. He brushed 
his teeth with it while supporting his back on my 
chest." 1 

CONCLUSION 

With all the benefits that the siwiik carries, it would be best to use it 
as often as possible. Yet, the above texts indicate that there are times 
and situations when it is particularly recommended to use it. We 
summarize them in the following table: 

1 

3 

5 

7 

9 

Time Time 

With wu{j,u 2 Before prayer 

Before reciting Qur'an 4 Before sleep 

Upon waking up 6 Upon entering the home 

After eating 8 With the approach of death 

Whenever the mouth's odor changes: after a long silence, a 
long speech, fasting, etc. 

Ibn ul-Qayyim (�) said: 

"It is recommended to use it all the time. This is more 
emphasized at the time of prayer and wu{j,u, upon 
rising from sleep, and when the mouth develops a foul 

Recorded by al-Bukhan, Al)mad, and others. 
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odor. It is recommended for a person at all times -
whether fasting or not. It is recommended for a fasting 
person because it is pleasing to the Lord, and pleasing 
the Lord is much sought by him; it purifies the mouth, 
and purifying the mouth is very good for him." 

Washing the Siwak 

Siwak 

It is important to wash the siwak and clean it from traces of food and 
bacteria. 'A'ishah (•) reported: 

i:. , i:. ,,, , i:. l i:. " -�! ��I__, � I � ,..JL...,L.; � 1 -½L.; 

"Allah's Prophet (.13) used to perform tasawwuk then 
give me his siwak to wash it. But I would first perform 
tasawwuk with it, then wash it and give it back to 
him." 2 

Allah's Messenger (.13) had a special merit: his saliva was blessed 
and pure. This is why 'A'ishah (•) was keen to use the siwak right 
after him, and before washing it. However, all other individuals are 
urged, before using another person's siwak, to wash it thoroughly or 
cut its tip. 

Benefits of the Siwak 

The best and foremost benefit of using a siwak is that it pleases the 
Lord (�). In addition, from the above f:,,adfths, and from human 
experience, Ibn ul-Qayyim (�) 3 derived the following benefits of the 

In Zad ul-Ma'ad vol. 4 pp. 296-298. 
2 Recorded by Abu Dawud and al-BayhaqT. Verified to be ftasan by al-AlbanT (Sa(1fftu 

Sunani Abf Dawad no. 42). 
3 In Zad ul-Ma'ad vol. 4 p. 296. 
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siwak: 

Benefit Benefit 

1 Cleans the mouth 2 Strengthens the gums 

3 Stops sputum 4 Clears the eyesight 

5 Removes plaque off teeth 6 Remedies the stomach 

7 Clears the voice 8 Helps digestion 

9 Improves the appetite 1 0  Clears the brain 

1 1  Eases speech 1 2  Helps concentrate on reading 

1 3  Encourages one to pray and make thikr (remember Allah) 

1 4  Drives sleep away 1 5  Pleases the Lord (�) 

1 6  Pleases the angels 1 7  Augments good deeds 

Some contemporary scholars and physicians have found the 
following additional benefits for the siwak: 

Benefit Reason / Ingredient 

1 Protects children's teeth Fluoride 

2 Removes stains and spots Chlorides 

3 Whitens the teeth Silica 

4 Protects against tooth plaque Sulphur & alkaloid 

5 Cures gum cuts & sores Trimethylamine & Vitamin C 

6 Helps cure smoking addiction Keeps hand & mouth busy 
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Overview 

ORIGIN OF CIRCUMCISION 

CHAPTER 6 

CIRCUMCISION 

Circumcision is an act of cleanliness that was first ordained by 
Allah (�) for His prophet Ibrahim (�\). Subsequently, it became a 
consistent practice among Ibrahim's descendants and followers, 
including the Jews and Muslims, until our time. 

Abu Hurayrah C•) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) said: 
, , 

�i 0-4 J_,I �.J , � 1..r.! �I ; (� 0-4 J_,I 0l.S'» 

« . i/..ill� �I.J J.�.., �W l..""IJ � 

<Ibrahim (�\) was the first man to host guests. He 
was also the first man to be circumcised - at the 
age of eighty. And he was circumcised with an axe.> 

Ibrahim (�) must have (carefully) used the edge of an axe because it 
was the sharpest tool available to him. AI-Marwaz1 reported that Imam 
AI:imad (�) was asked about this and he explained: 

"He (Ibrahim) used the (sharp) edge of the axe." 2 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 

The male sex organ (or penis) consists of a head (or glans), and a 

Recorded by Ibn 'Asakir. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanT (a�-Sal:tf/:tah 
no. 725). 

2 Tu/:tfat ul-Mawdad p. 95. 

6 1  
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shaft. The shaft is covered with skin that ends at the base of the glans 
in a junction called the frenar band. At birth, the glans is encased in 
a skin covering called the foreskin (or prepuce), which is a 
continuation of the shaft's skin. The frenulum (or frenum) is a 
connecting mucous membrane on the underside of the penis, similar to 
that beneath the tongue. 

Circumcision is a minor surgery 
that removes the foreskin, resulting in 
complete exposure of the glans. This 
surgery includes: 

1. Cutting around the frenar band and 
removing the foreskin. 

2. Splitting the frenum and pushing it 
back until the crown of flesh is 
fully uncovered. 

3. Drawing the blood out of the 
wound and surrounding areas. 

4. Putting ointment, bandages, and 
gauze pads to help stop the 
bleeding and heal the wound 
properly. 

Uncircumcised Penis 

Shaft ____ ...,,_. 

Shaft Skin ----->t 

Corona ------1-• 
Glans ---• 

Urinary Meatus ----

Circumcised Penis 

The diagram on the right shows a comparison between an 
uncircumcised and a circumcised penis. 

Circumcision in Islamic Texts 

ONE OF THE TRAITS OF Ft!RAH 

We have seen in Chapter 1 that Allah's Messenger (�) named 
circumcision as one of the traits of pure fi_ t rah - the traits that 
conform with true, pure, and unadulterated human nature. 
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A PROPHETIC COMMAND 

Allah's Messenger (�) commanded a new Muslim, regardless of age, 
to get circumcised. Kulayb al-Juhan1 (•) reported that he came to the 
Prophet (�) and told him that he had embraced Islam. The 
Prophet (�) then commanded him: 

,P J ,,. i:. 

<< - 0-�-:..;. 1J µ I � �  J.1 1 »  
, , 

<Shave off the hair of kufr, and get circumcised.> 

A PRACTICE OF THE FATHER OF PROPHETS 

We have seen earlier that circumcision was first performed by 
Ibrahim (�I) in fulfillment of a command from Allah (�). 

Similar to the earlier narration, Abu Hurayrah (�) reported that 
Allah's Messenger (�) said: 

« ·r/.ill� L �w � I  �J �1.r.! � I »  

<Ibrahim (�I) was circumcised with an axe when he 
was eighty years old.> 2 

A PRACTICE OF THE $AljABAH 

Circumcision was practiced by the � a/:iii. b ah - even though they often 
delayed it until the child was older. Ibn 'Abbas (•) was asked, "How 
old were you when Allah's  Messenger (�) passed away?" He replied: 

" .;:;J � - - ,�) I · .'. -� J/ I · 15  . · -� .l.:.o Lil " J - ..r> I,)-': i.)_r-;-;. y J 1.)..,,,-.- - ..J':. 

"I was then circumcised. And they used not to 
circumcise a male until he reaches the age of 
discernment (between seven and nine years)." 3 

Recorded by Abu Dawud and Al)mad. Verified to be f,.asan by al-Albani (Safi.ff,. ul
Jii.mi' no. 1 25 1  and Irwa ul-Ghalfl no. 79). 

2 Recorded by al-Bukhari, Muslim, and others. 
3 Recorded by al-Bukhari, Al)mad, and others. 
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Ruling 

Being one of the traits of fi_t rah, circumcision is obligatory for all 
Muslim males. The following reasons, which we summarize from Ibn 
ul-Qayyim (�) 1

, provide strong support for this ruling: 

1. Allah commanded the Prophet MuI:iammad (�) to follow the pure 
creed of Ibrahim 2

, and circumcision is a part of it. 

2. Allah's Messenger (�) commanded Kulayb al-Juhan1 to get 
circumcised when he embraced Islam. 

3. Circumcision is one of the clear and apparent practices that 
distinguish between Muslims and kafi rs. 

4. Circumcision causes pain and may result in complications and 
serious repercussions (if it is improfessionally done). This would 
not be allowed for the sake of a noncompulsory act. 

5. Islam prohibits exposing one's 'awrah, or looking at someone 
else's 'awrah or touching it without a necessity. Circumcision 
involves committing these three prohibitions (exposing the 'awrah, 
looking at it, and touching it). This would not be possible unless 
circumcision is obligatory. 

6. Islam prohibits cutting any part of a human body unless Allah 
commands and ordains it. Circumcision must be obligatory to make 
it possible for the person performing it to cut the foreskin. 

7. An uncircumcised person is liable to impurity and uncleanliness 
because of the remains of urine underneath his foreskin. This could 
nullify his prayer and other acts of worship. 

Al-Albani (�) said: 

I In Tul:tfat ul-Mawdud pp. 100- 1 I O. 
2 As in an-Naftl 1 6: 1 23 .  
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"According to us, the correct view is that circumcision 
is obligatory. Thi is the opinion of the majority of 
' ulama, such as Malik, ash-Shafi'I, and Al:lmad. Ibn ul
Qayyim took this position as well and presented fifteen 
different reasons to support it. Even though those 
reasons cannot individually prove this position, there is 
no doubt that they can collectively do so." 1 

Age for Performing Circumcision 

THE EARLIER THE BETTER 

It is best to circumcise a male baby during his first few days of life. 
This has a number of benefits: 

l. It is  easier and quicker for the child to heal than for an adult. 

2. The child would not remember the effect of pain at this early age. 

3. Circumcision requires exposing the private parts, which makes it 
more disliked to do so for an older child than a newborn. 

NARRATIONS SPECIFYING THE SEVENTH DAY 

Some people believe that circumcision should be performed on the 
seventh day. However, this is only based on weak narrations that 
cannot hold as acceptable evidence. 

The first narration, from Jabir (�), says: 

"Allah's  Messenger (�) circumcised al-I:Iasan and al
I:Jusayn on the seventh day of birth." 2 

The second narration, from Ibn 'Abbas (�), says: 

l Tamam ul-Minnah p. 69. 
2 Recorded by a t-TabaranT (in a�-Saghfr), lbn 'Adiyy, and others. Verified to be weak 

by al-AlbanT (Tamiim ul-Minnah p. 68). 
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"There are seven practices that are part of the Sunnah 
for a male baby on the seventh day: he should be 
named ... and circumcised ... " 1 

Some ' ulam a', such as Imam Malik (�), dislike performing the 
circumcision on the seventh day because this resembles the Jews' 
practice. 2 

On the other hand, Imam AI:imad (�) said: 

"Performing circumcision on the seventh day is 
permissible. Al-I:Iasan (al-Ba�rI) disliked it only for fear 
of resembling the Jews. But this is not apparent ... 
Wahab Bin Munabbih was asked about this, and he 
said, 'It is recommended to do it on the seventh day 
because it is easier for the baby. A baby is born with 
numbness in all of his body, and cannot feel pain for 
seven days. If he is not circumcised by then (the 
seventh), let him grow stronger before you do it."' 3 

We conclude that the seventh day has no special significance in 
this case. Circumcision may be performed on, before, or after the 
seventh day, based on the parents' convenience and the child's health. 

DELAYING CIRCUMCISION UNTIL THE AGE OF DISCERNMENT 

We have seen in Ibn 'Abbas's (�) earlier report that often the 
� af:i. ab ah would not circumcise their children until they reached the age 
of discernment, which is normally past seven years. 

This practice did not necessarily rely on a command from the 
Prophet (�). It is very likely that they delayed the circumcision until 
the child was stronger and healthier, rather than make him liable to 
dangerous or fatal infections in his first days, especially with the 
limited hygienic and medical conditions in those days. 

Recorded by a �-TabaranT (in al-Awsa.t )  and verified to be weak by al-Albani 
(Tamam ul-Minnah p. 68). 

2 Ibn Taymiyyah's Majmu' ul-Fattiwf 2 1 :  1 13. 
3 Tuhfat ul-Mawdiid p. 1 1 2. 
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AI-MawardI (�) said: 

"Circumcision has two dates: a date of obligation and a 
date of recommendation. The date of obligation is the 
attainment of puberty. And the date of recommendation 
is on the seventh day after birth. One is urged not to 
postpone it beyond the recommended date without an 
excuse." 

NEW MUSLIMS 

When an uncircumcised man embraces Islam, he should get 
circumcised as early as possible. This was the case with Kulayb al
JuhanI in the 1:zadfth cited earlier. 

Benefits and Wisdom 

Circumcision is a means of completing and perfecting the fi_t rah upon 
which Allah (�) created the people. It is done by command from 
Allah and guidance from His messengers. Thus, it establishes a way of 
conforming with Allah's legislations, even in the private genital area, 
which is the most personal part of a human's body. It shows 
submission to Allah's command and willingness to live by His laws 
apparently and secretly. 

Ibn ul-Qayyim said: 

"Circumcision is one of the beauties of the legislations 
that Allah ordained for His servants. It completes the 
fi.t rah upon which He created them . . . Circumcision 
was initially ordained to complete the Pure Religion. 
Allah made a covenant with Ibrahim, promising to make 
him a leader for the people and a father of many 
nations. He promised to raise prophets and kings from 
his seed and to multiply his progeny. He told him that 
the sign to this covenant is that they will circumcise 

Reported by lbn l:{ajar in Fatf:z ul-Bi'irf 10:342. 
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every newborn among them ... Circumcision is then a 
sign of entering into the religion of Ibrahim . . . For 
those with the Pure religion, circumcision is similar to 
baptism and dyeing for the worshipers of the cross ... 

Allah's "dye" is the Pure Religion because it dyes 
the hearts with knowing Him, loving Him, sincerity to 
Him, and worshiping Him alone without partners. It 
also dyes the bodies with the qualities of fi. t rah, such as 
circumcision, shaving the pubic hair, trimming the 
mustache, clipping the nails, plucking the armpit hair, 
rinsing the mouth, inhaling water (to clean the nose), 
using the s iwak (brushing the teeth), and washing the 
private parts. Allah's fi.t rah then appears in the hearts 
and bodies of the followers of the Pure Religion." 1 

Circumcision is an important hygienic method of maintaining the 
cleanliness of male genitals by eliminating an important hideout for 
filth and germs. Ibn ul-Qayyim (�) said: 

"What adornment is better than removing excessive 
foreskin, pubic hair, armpit hair, mustache hair, and 
nails? Indeed, Satan likes to hide, habituate, and dwell 
in these things ... The uncircumcised foreskin is uglier 
than excessively long nails, mustaches, or pubic 
hair ... " 2 

Circumcision of Females 

DESCRIPTION 

Female circumcision is largely similar to male circumcision, but is 
applied to the clitoris instead of the penis. Just like the foreskin 
surrounding the glans, the clitoris is surrounded by a small hood 
connected to two flaps of skin called the "labia minora". 

I Tufifat ul-Mawdud pp. 1 13- 1 14. 
2 Tufzfat ul-Mawditd p. 1 1 5. 
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Female circumcision involves removing part or all of the clitoral 
hood and the labia minora. 

EXCESSIVE CIRCUMCISION 

Pharaonic circumcision involves exc1s1on of the clitoris, the labia 
minora and the inner, fleshy layers of the labia majora. The remaining 
outer edges of the labia majora are then brought together so that when 
the wound has healed they are fused so as to leave only a pinhole
sized opening. Urination and menstruation must thereafter be 
accomplished through this remaining pinhole-sized aperture. 

Pharaonic circumcision in the Nile Valley is as old as recorded 
history, and continues to be practiced in Sudan, Egypt, and other 
African countries. Because of its clearly brutal and destructive nature, 
it is often called "female genital mutilation". And indeed, it has 
nothing to do with Islam ! 

FEMALE CIRCUMCISION IN ISLAMIC TEXTS 

There is a popular assumption that female circumcision has no place 
in Islam. This is not true, because a minor form of female circumcision 
was practiced during the Prophet's (�) time and he approved it. It 
continued to be practiced by the � afi ab ah and salaf after him. 

Anas (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) said to a woman 
in al-Madinah who circumcised women: 

�_,.l) ( �rl ) �1 ,1.jµ ,µ "iJ �L; � I � ! » 
, , 

� � -=-

(( - �J)J ( � I )  LPl3 

<When you trim (the skin surrounding the clitoris), 
do it slightly and not excessively. This would bring 
beauty to the woman's face and please her 
husband.> 

Recorded by al-l;lakim, a r -TabaranI (in al-Awsa.t ) and others from Anas and others. 
Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanI (a�-Safti:ftah no. 722). 
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'A'ishah (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) said: 

<When the two locations of circumcision (of man and 
woman) meet, ghusl ' becomes obligatory.> 2 

Similarly, 'A'ishah (�) reported that Allah's Messenger (�) said: 

<Once he (the man) sits between her (the woman's) 
four limbs and the (man's) location of circumcision 
touches the (woman's) location of circumcision, the 
ghusl becomes compulsory.> 3 

And in a third narration, 'A'ishah (�) reported that Allah's 
Messenger (�) said: 

<When the (man's) location of circumcision enters 
past the (woman's) location of circumcision, ghusl 
becomes obligatory.> 4 

In the above narrations, the Prophet (�) describes both the male 
and female sex organs as "khitiin", which means, "location of 
circumcision". This again indicates that female circumcision was a 
known and acceptable practice. Commenting on this, Imam 
A]:lmad (�) said: 

"This provides evidence that women used to be 

Ghusl is a ritual bath that is required after intercourse. For a full discussion on ghusl, 
the reader is referred to the Author's, "Closer than a Garment". 

2 Recorded by Muslim, AJ:imad, and others. 
3 Recorded by al-Bukhari, Muslim, and others. 
4 Recorded by at-Tirmi!!}i, lbn Majah, and AJ:imad. Verified to be authentic by aJ

AlbanI (al-Mishkiit no. 442 & lrwii 'ul-Ghalfl no. 80). 
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circumcised." 1 

RULING 

From the above, we conclude that female circumcision 1s only 
voluntary in Islam. 

Violations and Innovations 

There are many violations and innovations relating to circumcision. In 
what follows we list a few of them: 

1. For males: Removing, in addition to the foreskin, some of the 
shaft's skin, leading to great pain and serious harm to the child. 

2. For females: Excessive or forced removal of the labia or other 
genital parts, as in the case of Pharaonic circumcision. 

3. Holding a celebration for the occasion of circumcision in which 
animals are slaughtered, food is served, congratulations are 
conferred, money and gifts are given, and so on. 

Tufifat ul-Mawdud p. 1 17.  
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ARABIC TERMS 

A number of Arabic terms are frequently used in Islamic discussions, 
and seem to constitute a basic vocabulary that needs to be available to 
the readers of most books on Islam. We attempt to provide such terms, 
together with their definitions, in the following "Glossary" section. 
Other terms pertinent to the current book are included in the "Index" 
section, together with a page-reference indicating where they are 
defined in this book. 

A: Glossary of Common Terms 

Term Definition 

'Ab d Slave or servant. In reference to Allah (�), it usually 
means a devout worshiper (as in 'Abd Ullah). But it 
frequently refers to a "human being" because every 
human being is subdued by Allah (�) whether one 
admits it or not. Plural: ' iba d or ' abf d. 

Adab Good characters or manners; etiquettes. Plural: A dab. 

Al-Fa tifiah The first chapter of the Qur'an. 

'A lim A scholar or learned man in Islam. 

'Alla m ah Exaggerated form of "'a lim". 

Amf n Means, "O Allah, answer my supplication." 

An�a r "The Supporters": the residents of al-Madinah who 
supported the Prophet (�) and the m uhaj iru n. 

'A� r Afternoon. It IS  usually applied to the third daily 
obligatory prayer, whose time extends from when the 
shadows are as long as the objects until sunset. 

75 
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Term Definition 

Ath an Call to the prayer. 

'Awrah A weakness that needs covering or protection. In f iq h: 
the body-parts that must be covered from others. 

A y ah Literally means a miracle and a sign. The Qur'an is a 
miracle in itself, and so is any portion of it. The smallest 
subdivision of the Qur'anic text is thus called an ay ah. 
An ay ah I S  usually one sentence m length, but I S  

sometimes longer or shorter than a complete sentence. 
The plural of ay ah is ay at. 

A y at Plural of ay ah. 

Bid ah Innovation in the creed or in acts of worship. 

D a' wah Call or mission. 

Df n Religion. It is usually used in reference to the religion of 
Islam. 

Df nar A valuable old currency that was made of gold. 

D irh am A low-value old currency that was made of silver or 
copper. 

D u'a Supplication. 

Faj r  Dawn. It usually applies to the first daily obligatory 
prayer, whose time extends from dawn until sunrise. 

Farrj, Obligation. 

Farrj, A communal obligation; at least a few Muslims should 
Kif ay ah perform it; if none does, all Muslims are considered 

sinful. Ex., specializing in Islamic Jurisprudence. 

Farrj, 'Ay n An individual obligation, i.e., an obligation that each 
individual must fulfill. Ex., Prayer. 

Fatwa A religious verdict; plural: f atawa or f atawf. 
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Term Definition 

Fiq h The abil ity to understand and derive conclusions from 
the available evidence. It is often applied to the subject 
of "Islamic jurisprudence" that deal s with the practical 
regulations in Islam. 

Fitnah Trial, test, temptation, or affliction. 

G h ay b All knowledge that is beyond the reach of human 
perception. 

G h us l A ritual bath required after intercourse, ejaculation, and 
after a woman becomes clean from her menses. 

lj adf th Reports of the Prophet' s  (.�) sayings, actions, and tacit 
approvals. 

lj ajj Pilgrimage to Makk.ah. 

lf alal Permissible. 

lj alq ah A circle or ring. It normally refers to a study circle. 

lj aram Prohibited. 

lj as an Good or acceptable. This is usual ly mentioned when 
indicating the degree of authenticity of some reports. 

ljij ab Cover. It usually refers to a woman ' s  clothing that 
covers all of her body except her face and hands. 

H ij rah Migration. It usually refers to the Prophet' s  (�) 
migration from Makk.ah to al-Madinah. 

'i d A day of celebration in Islam. There are two annual 'r ds 
( al-fi. t r and al-A¢fz a) and one weekly 'r d (the day of 
J um u' ah). 

Ij m a' Consensus of the scholars. 

Ij tih ad Exerting j uh d  (maximum possible effort) to reach the 
right conclusion based on the avai lable evidence. 
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Term Definition 

lmiim A leader or distinguished Islamic scholar. It is often 
applied to the leader of prayer. 

Iman Faith or belief. 

'Ishii Night. It is usually applied to the fifth and last daily 
obligatory prayer, whose time extends from the 
disappearance of the red light in the horizon until the 
middle of the night (which is half way between sunset 
and dawn). 

lsnad Chain of narrators of a f:iadfth . 

Jahiliyyah The era of extreme ignorance (jahl) and disbelief that 
preceded the advent of the Prophet Mul_iammad (�). 

Jama'ah A Muslim congregation or gathering. It is often applied 
to the congregational prayers. Al-Jama'ah (the Jama'ah) 
refers to the original community of the �af:iabah and 
their true followers through time. 

Janazah A funeral or a deceased' s prepared body. 

Jannah The Garden (of paradise). 

Jihad Striving or fighting for Allah's cause. 

Jinn An invisible creation that Allah (�) made from fire and 
smoke, sometimes translated as "demon". Satan is one of 
the jinns. 

Jumu'ah Friday. It also applies to the Friday prayer. 

Kafir A person who practices kufr. Plural: "kuffar". 

Khalifah Derives from khalafa, which means "succeeded" or 
"followed". It commonly refers to a Muslim ruler who 
succeeded the Prophet (�) in leading the Muslims. 
Plural: khulafa. 

Khamr Alcoholic beverages. 
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Term Definition 

Kh ilaf ah Successorship. It usually refers to the period of rule of 
a kh alif ah. 

Kuf r Disbelief or rejection of faith. 

Kh u_t b ah Speech or sermon. 

Mag h rib Sunset. It is usually applied to the fourth daily obligatory 
prayer, whose time extends from sunset until the red 
light disappears from the horizon. 

Makru h An act that is disapproved in Islam. 

Mafi ram A man who is closely related to a woman such that he 
IS  permanently prohibited from marrying her. This 
relationship results from ties of blood, suckling, or 
marriage. MaJ:i rams include: father, grandfathers, sons, 
grandsons, brothers, paternal and maternal uncles, 
nephews, father-in-law, sons-in-law, suckling sons, and 
suckling brothers. Examples of non- m afi rams: first 
cousins, step brothers, and brothers-in-law. 

Masj id Place designated for suju d; mosque. 

Math h ab Way or approach. It usually refers to one of the four 
Islamic schools of fiq h established by the Four Im ams: 
Abu I:Ianifah an-Nu'man Bin Thabit, Malik Bin Anas, 
Mul:iammad Bin Idris ash-Shafi 1, and Al:imad Bin 
I:Ianbal - May Allah bestow His mercy on them all. 

Minb ar Steps (normally three) mounted by an im am in a m asj id 
for delivering a kh u.t b ah. 

Muh aj ir A migrator - one who undertakes h ij rah. Plural: 
m uh aj iru n or m uh aj irf n. It usually refers to a � afi abfwho 

migrated from Makkah to al-Madinah. 

Muj ah id A person who performs j ih ad. Plural: m uj ah idu n or 
m uj ah idf n. 
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Term Definition 

Munkar Disapproved; rejected. 

Mu� allii. A place designated for � alii. h. Most commonly, it applies 
to the grounds where the prayers of 't d and j anii.z ah are 
performed. 

Mus h rik A person who practices s hirk. 

N afl Extra, voluntary, or supererogatory deeds. 

Q ad ar Allah's decree and measure. 

Q ib lah The direction of al-Ka'bah in Makkah. 

Q ud ust Holy. A q ud ust fiadt th is a fiadt th that the Prophet (�) 
quoted from his Lord (�). 

R ak' ah A full prayer unit, containing one ruka'. Plural: rak'ii. t. 

R am a(i,ii. n The month of fasting. It is the ninth month of the 
Islamic lunar calendar. 

R uka' The act of bowing in the prayer. It derives from the verb 
raka' a which means "bowed down". 

Sad aq ah Charity. 

Safiii. b ah The Prophet's companions; singular: � afiabz. 

Safitfi True or authentic. 

Salaf The early righteous pioneers and scholars of Islam-the 
� afiti b ah and their true followers. 

Salti h The prayer. 

Salam Peace. It also means the greeting with peace ( as -s alti m u  
' alay kum) among the Muslims. 

Sanad Same as is nii. d. 
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Term Definition 

Shahadah Testimony; 1t 1s mostly applied to the testimony of 
Islam: "There is no true god but Allah, and Mul).ammad 
lS Allah's Messenger." Also, it lS often applied to 
martyrdom in Allah's (�) cause. 

Shahf d A person martyred for Allah's cause. Feminine: 
Shahtdah. 

Sham General Middle-East area of Palestine, Jordan, Syria, and 
Lebanon, including the major cities of Jerusalem and 
Damascus. 

Shar' or Derived from shara' a, which means "legislated". They 
Shart ah are usually used m reference to the Islamic Law. 

"Shar'l," means a legislated or permissible Jilatter in 
Islam. And " ash -Shari'" is the Legislator: Allah (�). 

Shay kh Literally means an old man. It is commonly used as a 
title of respect for a man with some level of Islamic 
knowledge. It is also used in some Arab countries as a 
title of authority similar to "prince". 

Shay _t an Satan. 

Shirk Polytheism, ascribing divinity to other than Allah, or 
joining partners with Him in worship. A pagan or a 
person who practices shirk is a m ush rik. 

$ iy am Fasting. 

Suju d The act of prostration in the prayer. 

Sunnah Way, guidance, or teachings. Most commonly, it refers 
to the Prophet' s  (�) way and guidance. 

Su rah Qur'anic chapter. 

Tab i'"i Literally, follower. It normally refers to a student of the 
sah ab ah. Plural: tab i'u n or tab i'f n. 
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Term Definition 

Taf sfr Qur'anic commentaries and interpretations. 

Takbtr Saying, "Allah u Akb ar - Allah is the greatest." 

Tah ltl Saying, "L a ilah a illallah - There is no true god except 
Allah." 

Taq ltd Imitation, especially without knowledge. 

Taq wa Fearing and revering Allah. 

Tasbrfi Saying, "Subfi an Allah - Exalted is Allah." 

Tash ah h ud Pronouncing the Sh ah ad ah. It is mostly applied to the 
part of the prayer where one sits, pronounces the 
Sh ah ad ah, invokes � alah upon the Messenger, and 
supplicates. 

Tayammum A symbolic ablution performed by wiping clean dust, 
instead of water, over the hands (to the wrists) and face. 

Taslt m  Saying salam, especially to conclude the prayer. 

Tawf:itd Belief in Allah's oneness - that He is the only Creator 
and Lord of the creation, He is the only God who 
deserves to be worshiped, and He possesses the most 
excellent and perfect attributes. 

Thikr Remembering Allah and mentioning Him. 

'V lama Plural of "' alim". 

Um m ah Community, nation, or followers. 

Wafi y Revelation or inspiration. 

Waj ib Obligatory or required. 

Witr Odd numbered. The entire night prayer is sometimes 
called witr because the total number of its rak' at is odd. 
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Term Definition 

Wufia' Ablution for the prayer. It consists of rinsing the mouth, 
blowing the nose, washing the face, washing the 
forearms to the elbows, wiping over the head (including 
the ears), and washing the feet up to the ankles. 

Z akah Obligatory charity. 

Z ina Adultery or fornication. 

l, uhr Noon. It is usually applied to the second daily obligatory 
prayer, whose time extends from the sun's crossing the 
zenith until the time when the shadows are as long as 
the objects. 

B: Index 

Ar ak 53 Misw ak 53 

As-Sal af us-Sal il:z 18  Saka 53 

FiJr ah 1 T asaww uk 53 

l tikaf 35 T ar ajj ul 34 

Kh aw ar ij 37 T ar b iy ah x iv 
Khitan 70 T arfil 34 

N am� 16 T a�fiy ah Xl l 

Q az C 
43 'Umr ah 36 

Siw ak 53 
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